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NOTES
Being part of Spectrum is a great privilege, one I probably don’t deserve. In your hands you hold some of the most
vulnerable moments of college students’ lives, each a piece
of a person who worked to write words down, draw lines
out, catch the right photographic instant. Many moments of
heartbreak, joy, and strength are included in this book, and
undoubtedly varying amounts of hesitation at sharing them.
But Spectrum is meant to “Share Your Colors,” and I
love what comes out of that every year. I once read a line
from an author who said something to this effect: “If I wanted to be private, I would much rather write nonfiction than
betray myself through fiction.” The implication that we reveal ourselves through fiction just as much as nonfiction has
rung true for many authors here, who know that all creation
requires an impartation of the creator. So whether it is poetry, art, fiction, or nonfiction, I hope that you acknowledge
that vulnerability and enjoy this year’s Spectrum.
-Lucas Sander
Editor
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POETRY
FIRST PLACE
JUDGE’S NOTES:
“Working Title” was a quick reminder that poetry
doesn’t have to look any specific way. This poem
feels as if it’s breaking the rules. It’s meta in the
sense that it’s a poetry assignment about a poetry
assignment. I imagine the author to be a clever
person, but beneath the cleverness is raw honesty.
An easy favorite!

Working Title
BY Samuel Olson, Literature
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Samuel Olson
Dr. Whatshisname
ENG 290 (Check the syllabus)
[Put the due date here]
[Working Title]
Why is poetry so hard to write?
I cannot understand any of the terms.
Who is the persona?
Does he sneak apples out of the cafeteria to munch on during
class?
What if he talks too much in class, taking up all of the question
time with inane pedantry?
I bet all he does is play video games and argue with people online.
How am I supposed to relate to that?
Don’t get me started on spacing,
it
				just
befuddles
my
			brain.
And alliteration always addles anyone attempting any appropriate
application.
Enjambment simply
			drops
out of my mind whenever I try to use it.
My imagination is a wall when it comes to metaphor,
blocking good ideas from battering
through with Imagery’s bloody ram,
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wielded by an invading army that will finally succeed
in their years-long siege.
Onto the now-defenseless city they fall,
burning buildings,
looting homes, and killing
all who stand before them.
Then up, up, up to the palace they charge,
rallying behind their fearless leader
to capture the king and
behead him, hoisting
his decapitated visage
above the defeated populous
as proof
of their victory.
Anyway, similes are like that ruined city,
lying defeated and in flames upon this writer’s floor.
You should see my attempts to rhyme,
they’re a travesty to Seuss.
What I’ve done to words is a war crime,
forcing white flags of truce.
But the hardest bit by far is the ending.
Somehow, I have to encapsulate all that I’ve talked about;
give a satisfying conclusion that serves
to enhance the ulterior purpose of my poem—
[Insert something beautiful here, a real tear-jerker]
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An Expensive Drug
BY Jason Van Dyke, Computer Science
I’m not perfect.
No, far from it.
Not even “great,”
or “good,” or “decent.”
I’m not even close
to the perfection
I so desire
to see in the one
I will give my heart to.
I’ve been through a lot;
I’m battered, bruised, and broken.
I’ve been used and misused,
all for the sake of what?
These games I play,
they all tend to end in
some finish I never saw coming.
But if they all end this way
then why wouldn’t I see
where it’s going?
I have to say I’m tired of this:
this way of living and
being mistreated.
But it doesn’t stop;
somehow, some way, sometimes,
it just keeps going,
on and on and on.
The hurt, the pain in my chest
that won’t go away.
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It’s something I could carry
in my heart, in my head,
forever.
But the truth is that all
the hurt and the pain—all
the abuses I’ve been through—they’re gifts
given by the man I see
every time I look in the mirror.
It’s true I have scars and bruises,
but they’re from the
choices I’ve made,
the walls I’ve built up,
the prisons I’ve put myself in.
With these gifts I’ve been given,
I can’t help but think
that scars will multiply,
the baggage will get heavier.
And when I find that one
to whom I will give my heart
she’ll have to deal with all of these things too.
So when she said,
“I’m addicted to you,”
all I could think was,
“I’m an expensive drug.”
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April Snow
BY Emily Wikner, Spanish
When my frozen soul yearns for warmth,
my dry bones for revival,
my broken heart for healing,
my weary life for spring,
It snows …
in April.
When it snows in April,
fresh green blades regress back into
death, rather than pushing up
toward the promised life abundant.
When it snows in April,
students shiver for lack of
warm coats taken home during
Easter Break –
the celebration of new life,
		life everlasting.
When it snows in April
(for the third time, no less)
groans arise at spring’s broken promise:
There are no buds on the dogwoods,
no plowing in the fields,
no Chacos on the feet,
no bikes down the trails,
no birds in the nests.
There is no life in this land,
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but
when it snows in April
beautiful rest covers hurting land.
White cloaks gleam on every blade, twig, and shingle.
The healing salve we all forgot:
dense,

weighted,
		snowflakes
falling
like
sloppy		
wet
kisses.
And

Jesus loves me, this I know
for the winter shows me so.
And just like falls of April snow:

		First he makes me pure,
		then he makes me grow.
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Cass
Kiley Meeder,
English Teaching
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Change of Seasons
BY Kaitlyn Asmus, Writing and Rhetoric
It is always there,
standing tall and proud
in our front yard.
Its tall, dark wood etched
by years. Massive branches extend
from its trunk, hung
with bright green leaves,
only found elsewhere in
paintings. A rope-swing strung
from its arms, on which swing
our dearest memories.
It is always there
through the spring flowers
blooming pink their pollen,
sprouting beauty
under the new blue
and welcoming sky.
It is always there, the tree,
through summer’s sun,
protecting us from that
fiery, blazing
heat. Keeping us cool
while we play
under its majesty,
swing from its branches,
gather flowers.
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This tree is always there
through autumn’s chill,
when its trunk turns cold,
and its red and gold leaves
fall to the ground
like rain.
It’s always there
through the dead of winter,
its color fading
its promise waning.
Gray tinging its vital core;
ice winding up the ropes
of our swings, our memories
once held dear.
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Wild Flowers
BY Adebola Adeyemo, Public Relations
I remember when we ran into that couple at your cousin’s wedding,
the one that had no speech except those their eyes and hands
made for each other.
They were separate from our world,
only existing in theirs.
A whisper from afar carries the words,
They’ve been together 35 years!
My eyes continued to linger as
I watched ever more closely
through scars and bruises made from words underlined and redacted
I began to decode the messages transcribed on their bodies.
Makeups written over arguments, missing words, and unfinished
sentences that fell off. They reminded me of the wild flowers
living and
withering in the glass jar that sat on our kitchen table
hanging upside down, entering
foreign dimensions of beauty and pain,
watching each other’s petals shrink and colors change,
slowly breaking away with each touch.
A love so delicate
but together.
I can’t help but wonder who we’ll be in 35 years.
Our table’s ready, you say,
And I say,
Right.
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Sunset Wave
BY Lucas Sander, Writing and Rhetoric
The horizon fades from deep blue
to the glowing red of sunset through the clouds
up to sky blue, still light as a baby’s blanket
The dark blue creeps up,
swallowing the red and reaching for the rest
of the bright sky that holds on to day
Even as I watch, it crests like a giant wave,
wrapping the globe in evening’s comfort
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5.30
BY Alyson Eversman, Biology/Eco. Science
God gave me
a glimpse
of His glory, a painted
sky of His grace —
a sunrise.
I arrived with bed hair,
morning breath, and scars
continuing to heal, yet God
still overwhelmed me.
I arrived with mud
on my feet, no bra,
and eyes still winking of sleep,
and yet God opened them.
I arrived at this magnificent moment
just as I was
at that given second, and
God granted me
His presence.
And as I saw dew clouds part
like the Red Sea at God’s command,
there formed a path of golden
reflection off the mighty
Mississippi, leading
straight to the orange sun, beckoning
me — warming me.
Tears raced down
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my cheeks as God’s
presence flooded me
with new-day light,
loving me,
unconditionally.
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Hands
BY Jason Van Dyke, Computer Science
Hands tell us
what you do,
where you’ve been,
where you’re going.
Hands are the outlet,
the input: the way
we interact with our
ever-changing,
ever-moving
world.
The work of hands
has the power to bring a
smile to our faces;
tears to our eyes.
Hands can cause unparalleled joy,
or irrevocable pain.
Hands are our
connection to others.
We shake them when
meeting someone new;
we shape them when
something has upset us;
we clasp them when
emotions run high;
we close them when
nothing can be done.
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Hands have changed
our universe.
From the hands that
create,
to the hands that
develop.
But the hands that
bring awe are not
the softest, not the
smoothest or strongest or
swiftest. They are
the hands with two holes.
The hands that reached
for the broken.
The hands that
were always open.
Hands that brought
healing. Hands that
forgave mistakes.
Those hands reconciled
lost hearts and souls.
Those are the hands that
make the difference
at the beginning,
and the end;
for the big
and the small;
the famous
and the forgotten.
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Carlye
BY Jayde Logemann, Writing and Rhetoric
She is a seismograph.
She doesn’t need much data
to set off her alarm.
Just a quick, five-minute conversation
about the paper I’m trying to write,
and, “Ok, what’s really going on?”
She feels hidden vibrations from far away,
senses them in my downcast eyes, and
identifies an oncoming earthquake,
one that I can’t even articulate, and she pulls
me to shelter
with a cookie,
or a hug,
or a quiet suggestion that we sit—
just the two of us—
far from any falling debris.
But she is also the earthquake,
some days, like the time
she drove us to Walmart,
the first Friday of freshman year.
she gripped the steering wheel,
and, deadpan, said, “Let’s go drag racing.”
When she has that certain smirk,
my own internal seismograph starts to beep.
This earthquake isn’t the kind
to flatten houses
or induce an introverted power outage.
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This is more the rumbling
of a rollercoaster felt
from the platform.
So I don’t run for shelter.
No, I grab my nerf gun,
or a pitcher of water,
or as many people as I can find,
and warn them to brace themselves
for a wild ride.
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Cow
Kiley Meeder,
English Teaching
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Peanut Butter & Jelly Love

For my Iowa Regular Baptist Camp family

BY Jayde Logemann, Writing and Rhetoric

The little boy skips,
babbling between Willie and me.
The other children race on ahead,
eager to hear tonight’s Bible story,
but this boy takes his time,
as the sun dips toward the horizon
and the breeze rises from the lake
to smooth August sweat
off our faces.
I remember that love is
a peanut butter & jelly sandwich
for the girl who wrinkled her nose
and said, “I just don’t really care for enchiladas.”
Love is letting our fingers blister around the rope
while the camper swings thirty feet in the air,
ten minutes after staff supper started.
Love is rolling out of bed before the birds,
knowing we might not get a break
until after evening chapel.
But love is also walking with this boy
who is filled with the contagious joy
that his Down Syndrome
can never dampen.
I hold Your hand by holding this little boy’s,
and I love You by loving him
and all the children crowding into
this cinderblock classroom.
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Whoever Lacks Wisdom
BY Jayde Logemann, Writing and Rhetoric
I can feel my feet,
uterus, collarbone,
and the mask
pumping nitrous oxide
into my nostrils.
Nothing else.
My hands are light years away,
their feeling faded into the far-off horizon
of the dentist’s chair.
My knees must have been removed
and shoved in some bottom drawer.
And my lungs—
I don’t remember ever being
as aware of my lungs
as I am now
that they’ve decided to take
a vacation to Russia
but forgotten to tell the post office
to hold all packages
until they return.
The surgeon stands over me.
I’ve met him once, maybe twice—
is his name Johnson?
His fingers root around
in the back of my mouth.
This procedure happens
to almost all teenagers,
so there’s no reason to be nervous,
though this day seems
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strangely significant,
like taking the SAT
or getting a driver’s license
or going to prom
or opening a Hogwarts letter.
I wish I had a mirror,
or I wish he would at least narrate
all the gory details
so I could write them down
someday in a poem.
The nurse reaches down
to reassure me,
her fingers a force of gravity
that pull my bicep back
from outer space.
I wish I could tell her I’m not afraid—
Should I be afraid?
Why should I be afraid?
Wait! Why am I not afraid?
I can’t feel my heart!
I think he’s disinfecting my gums,
or perhaps just exploring before
he picks up his scalpel!
I haven’t seen his scalpel.
But then there’s a
CRACK!
The first impacted tooth
is freed from its cramped nest.
The surgeon sets it aside
without letting me see.
Blood oozes over my numb tongue
Trickling down
my throat …
Weird.
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He Knows My Name
BY Kiley Meeder, English Teaching
We park the car
in the middle
of the gravel road,
shut off the engine,
pitch
black
all around. I shimmy
out the half-open
window, air
crisp as I catch my breath,
loose hair whipping my face,
and I look up
into the endless night sky.
The glittering stars
blink and wink
at me as if they know I am
gasping
in awe of their magnificence.
We gaze into the sky, flashes
cross our eyes and we’re
speechless.
The only sound that fills the air is
silence.
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We blinked our way into a new galaxy,
our own,
that we cannot comprehend.
We are small here, yet
comforted and
free
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Deer in the Corn
BY Kiley Meeder, English Teaching
Light-hearted, I graze through the corn,
the only things on my mind are the smell of food
and a hunter. Half a mile away.
I listen.
Weeds sway in the breeze,
corn husks scratch, scratch, scratch
and I lift my tail and dash
into the trees.
In and out, in and out —
not wanting to be followed.
But my tail
gives me away, and I
dive for a plum thicket
just in time as
a gun rings out
overhead.
I am home.
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Daydreaming Iguana
Ali Almail,
Genetics/Molec/Cell Bio
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Mountain Call

For Kat, after Sarah Sparks

BY Emily Wikner, Spanish
He said:
Come into the valley and
walk through the valley,
come up from the valley,
and into the plains.
And somewhere beyond the greatest horizon
lie mountains you cannot even explain.
They sing:
Come further up!
Come further in!
Your greatest story
has yet to be read.
So I rose from the valley,
abandoned the valley,
and traded the valley
for thunders and rains,
all for the promise that
somewhere beyond the greatest horizon
lie mountains which I cannot explain.
I trekked through the grasslands
and walked through the grasslands
with no sight of the mountains
where Majesty reigns,
for the horizons were vast
and my path was unclear
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to those mountains unnamed.
Then on the edge where the grasslands
bled into the wetlands,
not mountains I saw,
but vast waters unchained.
Just how can beyond the greatest horizon
lie oceans I cannot explain?
I heard Him say:
Walk to the waters and
walk in the waters,
and walk on the waters,
unsteady and strange,
for somewhere beyond the greatest horizon
lie mountains which you cannot even explain.
Embittered and tired,
Indignant, enraged,
I resolved to resign,
yet the call had not changed
because believing or doubting,
somewhere beyond this greatest horizon
lie mountains I cannot begin to explain.
Still somewhere beyond this greatest horizon
lie mountains I cannot explain.
They sing:
Come further up!
Come further in!
Your greatest story
Is about to begin.
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Ophelia Orpheus
BY Emma Van Drie, Political Science
RE: Ophelia Orpheus
DATE: 09/21/14
MR: 161239
DOB: 05/13/98
SUBJECTIVE:
The patient is a 16-year-old female referred
to this practitioner for possible signs
of both addiction and withdrawal.
Frequently does not appear to react
to external audio or visual stimuli,
such as snapping or hand-clapping or
simple questions, such as:
“Are you even listening to me?”
Which must be repeated at least twice
to prompt a delayed response of “What?”
indicative of reluctant partial perception
attributed to one momentarily unblocked ear.
Anxiety and agitation arise in silence, and
she becomes restless and irritable.
In her preferred state, she appears
placid but disengaged.
Family and close friends complain.
She avoids unnecessary talk.
Shows no emotion at all, and stares
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into space like a cracked
china doll.
She experiences occasional chills
down her spine and insists these are not
symptoms but side-effects
of a high.
She takes Elliott Smith “Either/Or” Prozac,
20 mg daily, for depression;
Frank Sinatra to induce sleep
“In the Wee Small Hours”; and
the morning after: Stevie Wonder,
to raise dopamine levels
significantly.
EXAMINATION:
Weight: 130 pounds
Temperature: 98.9 degrees
Blood pressure: 112/70
millimeters of Freddie Mercury
Pulse: 60, during a slow song,
and respirations: 16 sighs
per minute.
An examination of the outer ear found
plastic pieces purposely placed there, for years, wired-in,
now practically part of her ears. They are
white and labeled left and right.
TMs are clear; throat is clear;
mind is not.
Head hung; neck supple.
Heart examination normal and beating
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like a kick drum.
ASSESSMENT AND PLAN:
Patient is at an increased risk
for self-induced damage
to the inner ear.
Recommended rehabilitation
for apparent addiction:
silence and hard habitbreaking work.
High risk for withdrawal,
moodiness, relapse—
head-bobbing, finger-tapping, table-drumming…
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Purest Worship
BY Schuyler Sterk, English Teaching
A low hum at first, it
tugs at my tentative heart like
a child pulling his timid friend by the
hand, saying, “Come with me.”
So I stand, arms pressed
tightly to my side,
and try to
forget myself.
I hear familiar songs with
new ears. As if for the
first time, I shed my
sweater of doubts and
insecurities and feel
cold, exposed.
But as my candle burns brighter
in my hands, each new
song warms my heart.
It’s a reassurance that I’m
not alone, but
loved.
The music swells, crashing like
white-capped waves on
my heart’s shoreline. My
shaky hands slowly stretch up toward
the heavens as I yearn to
give everything I have –
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my life, my heart,
my song – back
to the One who created me.
With new confidence, I proudly
stand before Him.
Eyes squeezed shut, and
smile from sheer joy as my
voice cracks and
trembles. And I hear,
This is purest worship.
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Flower
Kiley Meeder,
English Teaching
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Collide
BY Kiley Meeder, English Teaching
I was black coffee,
you were cream; you
the tender whisper of waves,
I, the rock bursting the breaker.
I was leftover toast,
burnt and bitter; you were
fresh baked pie,
warm and spicy. You,
a vast river of dreams;
I, a shallow pond of if onlys.
You collided
into me.
Light through crystal refracted
in myriad contrasts.
We tried to be one and
disrupted what I knew to be safe;
what you knew to be
comfortable.
You, a steady home. I,
already out the door.
We parted, lost in difference.
You were shy, and
so was I.
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The Garden
BY Ariel Valdes, Literature
It started out with little seeds being planted in our soil.
The summer’s sun shone over us, and the water splashed our
faces.
I can’t figure out if you were the bee that fed me with adoration,
or if I was feeding you with attention and care.
I was a sunflower drawn to your shining light.
Or maybe you were a vine wrapping around my roots, cutting off
my ability to breathe.
I was a white rose, and you were the thorns that grew on my
stem.
You were ruining me, and I thought you were just a part of what
made me me.
You then became winter, as you froze me to death,
taking all my light and strength with you.
You left, and I was a garden that felt dead and walked over.
My heart became what an abandoned garden would feel like too:
like no one wanted to see me, or know I was there,
like my fragile state of mind was too messed up to repair.
We built each other to be beautiful and full of life,
but we destroyed each other and left the gardens to themselves
behind closed walls and locked gates.
We were the garden,
once.
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We Are the Body
BY Kaityln Asmus, Writing and Rhetoric
There is something unseen,
hidden within our hearts,
an intertwining
of souls.
We are muscles
woven together,
stretched
over bone, strained
but able to heal.
To hold each other
together, you and I, we
keep each other accountable,
strengthen each other,
till we are filled with the energy
and blood of our
Sustainer.
When we feel
we have nothing
left, we are refreshed,
restored by His glory.
We are His masterpiece,
held together by Him,
set free by Him.
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Holy Goats
BY Emily Wikner, Spanish
In class today, I learned the
Dead Sea Scrolls—
priceless relics of literary and
religious history,
hidden by the Essenes
		
in jars of clay
preserved in arid desert air,
jagged and worn from
thousands of years
and modern scholarship’s
prodding fingers—
were written on the skins
of dead
goats.
I have never thought of
sacred scripture fleshed
like that before.
I can hear them, the goats,
Bleating in the desert countryside.
They trot along in the hot sun
not knowing their fate is double:
to nourish the Essenes and
to bear the Word of Almighty God
on their very hides.
After their throats are slit and their meat cooked,
the Holy Spirit
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ripples, bubbles, dances, and
				BURSTS
under and over and through
these lead-pressed goat skins—
and that same Spirit’s presence
pierces my soul.
Their short goatish lives were
nothing spectacular but
in their deaths these goats found their
God-ordained destiny—
Slaughtered for meat to feed the Essenes.
Slaughtered for skin to feed my soul.
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All We See Is Light

Based on “Found/Tonight” by Ben Platt & Lin-Manuel Miranda

BY Jayde Logemann, Writing and Rhetoric
Plunge down the hill
into the darkness.
Heart racing,
knees locked in place.
Do not waver.
If you waver, you could fall.
And no one would hear,
way out here in the middle
of nowhere, past the cemetery,
just beyond the last glowing ring
of streetlights,
headlights
home lights.
So stay rigidly balanced
on your two thin tires,
hunched over the handlebars,
your face to the wind, to
the void stretching out before you
in which you’ll be swallowed up
and could disappear
(forever).
But if you only look around—
look up! Beyond
the ground full of graves
and invisible potholes; beyond
the roads that dissolve
into black pits.
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Look up and see the stars,
so much brighter here.
Orion guards you,
his stance wide,
bow held high.
The Big Dipper bends
to quench your thirst.
Raise a glass to freedom!
The Lion lets you stroke his mane.
You sense his power
as he gives you strength,
as do all his companions:
the ones you don’t recognize,
the ones your eyes are too weak to see.
Seen and unseen, they hold you
and your little lonely heart
and your bicycle
in the dark
tonight
and they promise to be faithful,
even tomorrow,
in the blinding light.
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Drive
BY Kiley Meeder, English Teaching
We pack whatever clothes we can find and pile into an ‘89 rusted
green Geo Tracker
and just
drive.
The emerald pines send warm spice through the air.
Our stomachs rumble
and the stop for pancakes entices us all.
We douse every inch of our cakes with thick maple syrup,
lick our plates clean, and glance outside, then
back at each other.
Laughter erupts and
we sprint to the car in the
pouring rain. Our damp clothes
and stringy hair don’t
rattle us. We just
drive.
The sun slowly seeps
through the pines spilling over us
and we put the windows
down to dry off —
the air, warm,
rushes into our lungs.
Truly, we take a
breath
as if
for the first
time. And we just
drive.
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January 23, 2015
BY Vanessa Stokes, Writing and Rhetoric
The pencil wouldn’t
stay
in my hand, just shook
and shuddered until it
		
dropped
again.
I quivered quick like
my breath, as I sat
surrounded by
surreal white
walls, the teacher
talking on and on and
on about
tangents.
My whole body
ballooned, a waterbed
unable to hold
		its
own
			shape.
Rushing blood foghorned
in my ears, lungs full, and I
couldn’t find my way
back. Couldn’t find anything to
grasp before another wave
				hit.
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There was no
lighthouse guiding me
back to shore,
to the math room,
		
past the panic.
Only cosines
laughing
at my failed
attempts to
breathe.
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A Restless Night
BY Vanessa Stokes, Writing and Rhetoric
The smell of this bonfire –
apple-wood smoke and
crisp autumn air –
makes me feel like life
will never end; that
adrenaline of coastline,
atop a cliff, salt
spraying away all
anxiety.
No more weight,
secrets sunk into
my spleen, and kidneys
anchored by shame
when stars shine so
bright, blinding.
I realize, suddenly, all the
time there is to
run away, to roam. And I
release my fear
of making ripples
that will disrupt
the people who
swamp my reality.
Freedom plays with my mind
like a siren song until
responsibilities pierce forward,
a lighthouse cutting
through fog,
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urging me
back.
Come to shore.
Come to where it is safe.
Come to where you are known.
My heart is more wistful
Than my head
can ever be,
on this buoyant night
filled to the brim
with stars strung out
for boundless miles.
I cling
to my freedom, like sand
grasps the retreating
waves, as smoke
floats off
into the
night’s
abyss.
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FICTION
FIRST PLACE
JUDGE’S NOTES:
I was really worried I’d struggle with the short fiction choice primarily because my standards for character development are high. If the character isn’t
interesting, I won’t be able to get into the story. Not
a problem with “Golden Seeds!” Somehow the author
was able to give three truly interesting characters in
Timon, Brice and Lord Varva. The crazy thing about
Lord Varva is that he really doesn’t physically take
up a lot of space, yet he looms heavy on the story.
My second standard for good fiction is the setting,
which this story had in spades. In fact, I think the
setting and characters are so vivid they could easily
make the jump to a really sweet graphic novel. I’d
put it right up there with Mouse Guard. Great stuff !
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The Golden Seeds
BY Olivia Vander Ploeg, Writing and Rhetoric
Timon’s heart beat so hard he covered it with his shaking paws, hoping no one else could hear it. Loud as a racoon, he
thought. The leaves rustled as Brice scurried in the tree above
him. Timon bit his tongue to keep from shushing the squirrel.
If we’re found, all the chipmunks will be destroyed. He glanced over
at his wife, Rosemary, hidden in the leaves. Wow, she’s good. If he
hadn’t known she was there, he wouldn’t have seen her. Even so,
all he could see was her dark brown tail against the red and orange leaves.
He heard a bark behind him, his tail twitched, and he
whipped around, spying a massive dog about seven bear bounds
away, staring right at him with dark eyes. Great drops of slobber
splashed on the ground.
I’ve been spotted! He leapt from his pile of leaves, the
weighted pack on his back slowing him down as he bounded toward the hole in the ground five trees away.
He could feel the dog’s breath on his fur, the wet of jaws
snapping just as he slid into the hole. The tunnel echoed with the
dog’s sniffing, then digging, but Timon was already far down and
headed home, hoping Rosemary would take the other tunnel that
met up with this one. Brice would be able to meet them there too,
where the tunnel widened. He breathed a sigh of relief, knowing
the tunnel was too far down for the dog to track them back to the
city.
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Timon padded along in silence for a few minutes, panting
and sweating as he dragged his pack behind him. Brice dropped
into the tunnel from a hole above, and Timon jumped.
“I hate tunnels!” Brice said.
A beautiful laugh came from behind Timon. “That’s what
you get for choosing to live among chipmunks.” He breathed a
sigh of relief. Rosemary had made it. And as usual, she didn’t even
look tired.
Brice shrugged. “I suppose it’s a clean enough tunnel, but
it’s so cramped. I was not made for this kind of travel.”
They journeyed farther down, far away from the dog, and
Timon almost cried upon seeing the sleeping city of chipmunks.
This was his city. His scurry. And they were still safe. Without
speaking, Brice parted from them, heading toward his own home,
and Rosemary and Timon entered their burrow. They dropped
their packs at the entrance and collapsed into their bed of dried
leaves.
Timon nuzzled Rosemary, wrapped his arms around her,
and whispered, “I’m glad you made it. I was so worried.”
She grinned, whiskers twitching. “I always make it, Timon
Jasper,” she teased. Then her smile fell. “I was worried about you,
too. That dog almost got you this time.”
Timon wiped the tear from her cheek. “Let’s not think
about that.”
Rosemary kissed him. “Goodnight, then.” And they fell
asleep in each other’s arms.
Timon dreamt—as he had every night for the past two
years—of being chased, of his city being found and destroyed,
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and of his scurry finally running out of food. Then, the suffering
faded to reveal an image of a map of the Xifer Mountains. There
was a star on the map near Fruling. In his dream, Timon saw
himself traveling to this place on the map where he found a secret
cave full of beautiful nut trees and berry bushes.
Then he heard a voice say, “Go there to save your scurry.”
Timon jerked awake. He looked over at Rosemary. She was
curled in a ball, breathing peacefully. He carefully got out of bed
and went to the kitchen.
“Hello, Mother.”
Melody Jasper looked up from the berries she was washing. “Timon!” she snapped, chittering her teeth. “You look terrible!
You need to go clean your fur!”
“Nice to see you, too, Mother.”
“How’d it go last night?”
He rubbed the back of his neck with his paw. “We almost
got caught, actually.”
“Oh?”
“But we made it.”
“Was it worth it?”
“We mostly got nuts, but we got some berries too.” He
nodded to the abandoned packs at the door. “Did Timmy give you
any problems?”
His mother smiled. “No,” she said. “He’s a good pup.”
Babbled laughter hiccupped from the cradle in the middle
of the room. Timon took his son in his arms. A tear dropped onto
Timmy’s nose and the pup giggled, “Dada!”
Timon didn’t look at his mother. “Am I failing as a ruler?”
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he said. “Will I ever pass a night without worrying about our
scurry?”
“Did you have that dream again?”
He nodded, puffing up his cheeks at his child.
“You are not failing as a ruler, Timon. It is not your fault
Lord Varva shoved us out of Metsa Forest to a place surrounded
by enemies, a forest in which there is not enough food. You’re doing the best you can, given the circumstances. Your father would
be proud.”
Timon sniffed and stroked Timmy’s cheek. The pup
wrapped his tiny paw around his father’s foreclaw and cooed.
Finally, he looked her way. “We can’t keep living like this.
For two years we have been constantly hungry and afraid. I have
to do something about it.” He took a deep breath. “The dream,”
he said, and she nodded. “A voice keeps telling me to go to that
hidden cave and save my scurry.”
“You know dreams are sometimes just that—dreams.”
“I can’t help but think there has to be some way to change
things,” he said.
“If you feel it’s not only a dream, then it must be that the
King sent you a message, Timon.”
“I don’t know about that,” he said.
“But you’ve been having the dream for two years! It must
mean something. The King cares about our scurry. He wants to
help us.”
“If the King cared about us chipmunks, he would’ve done
something for our lot a long time ago.”
“Timon Jasper!” she snapped, and he knew he’d crossed
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her. “Do not blaspheme in this burrow!”
“I’m sorry, Mother.”
“I believe the King gave you a vision.”
“You don’t think it’s just the desperate, hungry dream of a
concerned ruler?”
“No. You’re clearly questioning it, too. And it’s persistent, like the King is set on speaking to us in our own chittering
tongues.”
“I’m still not sure.”
“Is it because you are frustrated with the King that you
don’t want to believe, or is there another reason you hesitate?”
Timon nuzzled Timmy who squealed with delight.
Timon’s nose twitched. “I don’t want to leave my scurry for a few
weeks only to fail. What if it’s not from the King? Can I take that
risk?”
“You have to at least try. Take Brice and go to this place,
this Fruling. There are other chipmunks who can bear the burden
of gathering food each night. You need to go see if there is a possibility to save us, to at least better our lot. If for no one else than
Timmy.”
“You better not leave without me,” Rosemary said, and
Timon turned to see her watching, listening—quiet as always.
“You’re not coming,” he said, subdued, but firm. “It’s too
dangerous.”
“This is my scurry, too, Timon. You may be ‘Lord Jasper,’
but I am your wife and the ruling of the chipmunks is as much on
my shoulders as yours.”
“But someone has to stay with Timmy,” Timon said.
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“What are grandmas for?” his mother said.
“But—”
“Listen to your wife, son.”
“And send for Brice,” Rosemary said, taking Timmy from
Timon’s arms.
Timon sighed and left to find the squirrel.
~
They traveled through the cold, wild mountains, eating
whatever nuts and berries they could find. The journey was slow.
They had to hide every time they heard a larger animal, shivering
until it passed.
At least this isn’t squirrel territory, Timon thought after a
particularly long period of hiding. Then we would be doomed.
On the third morning, Timon heard Brice up ahead. Brice
scampered down a tree and said breathlessly, “There’s a fox close
by. It was so quiet I didn’t even notice it at first. We have to hide.”
“Where is it?”
“Right here,” a sly voice said.
Timon didn’t even turn to look. He just ran. The fox was
right behind him. He burrowed into the ground, but the fox was
digging faster than him. He dug back up to the surface and continued running.
“Timon!”
His blood went cold as he tuned to see the fox snapping at
his wife who was backed into the root of a tree, just out of reach
of the creature’s jaws. Timon unsheathed his sword. Outrunning the fox was no longer an option. He didn’t think he’d have a
chance with an animal that size, but he had to try.
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Brice dropped from the tree behind the fox, sword in hand.
They both charged towards the creature.
The fox smirked at Timon. “You really think you can beat
me with that little twig?” Its voice was low and taunting, with the
hint of a growl.
Just before Timon reached the fox, he leaped to the right
as Brice dove under the creature from behind, scraping his sword
across the fox’s belly. He rolled out from underneath the fox just
as it collapsed to the ground. Rosemary jumped over the fox’s
head and stabbed it in the back as she landed.
“This isn’t a slumber party, Timon,” Rosemary said from
above him, hands on her hip. “Get up off the ground.”
“I was going to kill the fox.” Timon stood up, brushing
leaves off his legs.
“Well, I did it first. You’re too slow.”
“I am no—”
“Timon?” Brice said. “Is this it?”
Timon turned to see Brice staring at a giant cave. “Yes,”
he said, breathless, recognizing the cave from his dream: a dark
opening in the gray stone of the mountain, almost hidden by the
pine trees. “Let’s go in.”
The cave was dark. The wind echoed off the cave walls,
but otherwise it was silent. The farther in they went, the less they
could see. Timon grabbed a torch and some flint out of his bag.
The three blinked in the sudden light.
“Who goes there?” came a deep voice from the shadows.

Timon’s heart jumped into his throat. He swallowed,
not moving except for his twitching tail.
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“Who goes there?” The voice bounced off the cave walls.
“N-no one,” Timon said. “Just some t-travelers who stumbled upon this cave by accident. Sorry to disturb you. We’ll leave
now.” Maybe we can come back when this monster is gone, he thought.
Turning quickly, his torch illuminated a massive polar bear not
more than a horse’s dash away from them.
The polar bear grinned, showing off his knife-like teeth.
“I’m afraid I can’t let you leave,” he said. “Once you have entered
the secret sanctuary, you either have to convince me to take you
farther in, or—”
“Or what?” said Timon, mustering up courage he did not
feel. Remember that fox. Face your fears, Timon. The voice in his
head was the voice of his mother.
“If I don’t take you farther,” the bear said, “I have to kill
you. What will it be?”
Timon gaped at the bear. His hind paws felt like chunks of
ice. Brice nudged him, but he couldn’t get himself to lift his shaking legs.
“Kill you it is,” said the bear, and the ground vibrated as
the beast took a hungry, growling step forward.
Timon tried to speak, but nothing came out. He felt the
hot breath against his face, and stared at the sharp, white teeth.
The bear began to bite down.
“Wait!”
The bear stopped.
“I had a vision!”
The beast took a step back. “And what was this vision?”
Timon’s mouth felt dry.
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“Tell him,” said Rosemary, a hint of impatience in her
voice.
How is she not afraid? He swallowed. “I uh…I had a dream
that…um…”
“Yes?” the bear inched closer.
He took a deep breath. “I had a dream that I came here,
to this cave, and found it was filled with food. A voice told me to
come here.”
“Come here?”
“To save my scurry.”
The bear’s expression changed. Instead of looking taunting and menacing, he was serious and solemn. “A dream, you say?
Then follow me.”
I’m not sure I want to follow this beast, he thought, glancing
at Rosemary who nudged him on. The bear is probably just leading
us into a trap where he’ll kill us later.
Be brave, his mother’s voice echoed in his head. He
straightened and followed the polar bear into the dark, his paw on
the sword at his side.
“I don’t trust this bear,” Brice whispered. “Should we turn
back?”
“We don’t really have much choice,” Timon said. “He’ll kill
us if we try to leave.”
“The King sent us here,” Rosemary said. “We have to trust
his plan.”
Timon sighed. He knew Rosemary was right, but he was
having a hard time trusting a King who would let the chipmunks
suffer for so long. A King who almost allowed them to be bear’s
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food back there.
Light gradually began revealing the tunnel they were
walking through. Timon saw up ahead that it opened into a large
cave. This is it. This is where I dreamed of all that food.
When they reached the cave, the fur on Timon’s back bristled. There was no food in sight and there was no scent of food
in the air. What he did see were five giant wolves staring at them.
It’s a trap! He turned to leave, reaching his paws out to Brice and
Rosemary.
Then the middle wolf spoke. “Welcome, Timon Jasper the
Third, Rosemary Jasper, and Brice Varva the Fifth, to our secret
sanctuary. I am Ajak, one of the keepers of this place.”
I should run, he thought. We should all scamper now! Their
teeth are as big as me! But curiosity got the better of him. “How do
you know our names?”
“The King gave us a vision of your arrival. We know why
you’re here. You are here to save your scurry from eventual starvation and from the threat of the enemies that surround you.”
Timon’s jaw dropped. “How did you know that?”
“As I said, the King’s vision. Come, we will inform you of
what must be done.”
Timon turned to Rosemary, who said, “Let’s go with
them!”
He turned to Brice, but the squirrel shrugged. “Might as
well hear what they have to say. They don’t seem like they want to
kill us.”
“That doesn’t mean anything! They could be acting.”
Rosemary slipped her paw into Timon’s. “I think it will
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be okay,” she said. “The King sent us here, and I have full faith
everything will be fine.”
Timon looked into her shining black eyes. How can she have
such faith? “Okay,” he said. “Let’s hear them out.” The chipmunk
turned to Ajak. “What must we do?”
“Follow us. This is not the place for discussion.” The chipmunks and the squirrel walked toward the wolves. Before leaving
the cave, Ajak turned to the polar bear. “Jakaru, you may return to
your post.”
The bear nodded and bounded away.
The wolves led them through another tunnel lit by torches
and into an open cave filled with books.
Timon gasped as his wide eyes scanned across the shelves.
“There are so many!”
“This is the sanctuary of knowledge. We are the keepers.
We study the books and give advice to many of the world’s leaders. Including your father.”
“You knew my father?” Timon said. “Why did he never tell
me about this place?”
“He was under certain restrictions, so we could continue to
keep this place a secret.”
“Why keep it a secret? Why do you need to hide this…this
knowledge?”
“We once asked the same question. Years ago, we decided to share our knowledge with the whole world, but the results
were disastrous. Some feared the knowledge and destroyed many
of our books. Others abused the power that comes with knowledge, so now we share it only with those we deem worthy and
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those who have the power to use the knowledge well. Your father
was one of those.” The wolf looked at the squirrel. “Brice, your
father was not.”
Brice’s whiskers twitched. “I know that much of my father.”
“You three are among those with whom we wish to share
our wisdom.”
Timon turned around, taking in the cave. “I’ve never seen
so many books in my life! They’re beautiful.”
“Do you like to read?”
Timon nodded his head vigorously. “We’ve never had
many books in our burrow, but I’ve read the ones we have many
times.”
“Someday you must go and visit the wise ones in Fruling,
near the Malaki Mountains. They have an even wider selection.”
“Sorry to cut the conversation short,” Rosemary interrupted. “But could we talk about what we’re doing here and how we
can help our scurry?”
Ajak nodded. “Otso, bring me the book.”
Another wolf padded toward one of the shelves, stood
on his hind legs, and took one of the books between his paws. He
brought it over to Ajak who flipped through it with his foreclaw.
He landed on a page that was filled with the image of a golden
bush full of plump and ripe berries.
“This book tells of a silver tree beyond Ezker Lake that is
full of magic.”
“Magic?” Timon said skeptically.
“Yes,” Ajak said. “This world has more magic than you
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realize.”
“I thought all the magic left when the magicians died out.”
“Far from it. People just fail to recognize it now.” The
wolf pointed back to the book. “This tree is full of magic, and at
the and at the base of the tree there is a small hole that contains
three golden seeds. This is the bush that grows when the seeds
are planted. The bush continually produces fruit, no matter the
conditions, and it also creates a border of protection that repels
enemies.”
“That sounds too good to be true,” Brice said.
“I can’t say that we have seen this silver tree ourselves, but
I have never known this book to be wrong. The terrain from here
to the lake is barren, so you won’t have much cover, but there’s no
reason for anyone to be in that area of the world. You shouldn’t
meet any trouble. Once you get to the lake, there should be a
small rowboat on the banks you can use to cross the water.”
“How do we know we can believe this?” Timon said.
“You don’t. We have no proof. Only this book. But you
have to at least try.”
Rosemary laid her paw on Timon’s back. “He’s right. If
there’s even a small chance this could save our scurry, then we
have to try.”
Timon nodded. “Okay, we’ll go.”
“We’ll provide food for you for the journey,” Ajak said.
“You should leave within the hour.”
~
Timon, Rosemary, and Brice left the secret sanctuary
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and began traveling toward Ezker Lake. It was not long before
the mountains gave way to grassy fields. When night fell, they
burrowed into the ground and curled up next to each other for
warmth. While Brice and Rosemary slept, Timon took first watch.
It was a cold, quiet night. All that could be heard was the
wind blowing through the grass. Suddenly he heard rustling. He
peeked his head out of the hole, his blood cold as he glimpsed a
group of squirrels passing ten feet away, led by none other than
Lord Varva, Brice’s father. What is he doing here? Timon had last
seen the leader of the squirrels as the chipmunks were being
forced out of Metsa Forest after Lord Varva killed his father. Seeing him now, after two years of hardship, Timon felt anger burn
inside of him. I could kill him, he thought. Make him pay for all he’s
done. But he didn’t move. I wouldn’t be able to fight all the other squirrels. Instead, he waited and listened.
“We must go a little farther,” Lord Varva said. “Then
we may rest for the night. We have to get to Ezker Lake before
them.”
Timon waited until he could no longer see or hear the
squirrels, then shook Brice and Rosemary awake. “We have to go.
The squirrels know where we’re going and are trying to get there
before us.” He had to repeat himself three times before the other
two were awake enough to understand.
“How could they know?” Brice exclaimed.
“I don’t know. All I can think is the wolves told them about
the seeds and our journey there.”
“Why would they do that?” Rosemary said. “They seemed
so trustworthy. And they don’t even like Lord Varva.”
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“It’s the only explanation. There’s no one else who could
possibly know we were going to Ezker Lake. Come on, let’s go.
We’ll have to take a longer route to go around them now, but we
need to get there first. We cannot let the squirrels get the seeds.”
They traveled across the grasslands all through the night
and the next day. Rosemary stayed close by Timon’s side throughout the journey, often asking him how he was doing.
“I know how angry you are with Lord Varva,” she said. “And I
know how much he hurt you.”
“I wanted to kill him so badly, Rose. I almost did. I almost
ran out of that hole despite all the other squirrels that would be
no match for me.”
“I’m glad you didn’t.” They walked a bit longer in silence.
Then she said, “Someday, either the King will change Varva, or
Varva will have to answer for his actions. There will be justice.”
“Why is it taking so long?” Timon snapped. “Why must
our scurry suffer while that monster is thriving?”
Rosemary sighed. “I wish I could tell you, but I don’t have
all the answers.”
“It often seems like you do.”
She smiled. “Well, I don’t. I just have most of them.”
Timon rolled his eyes but could not hide his smile.
“There’s the smile I was hoping to see. I see it so rarely
now.” Rosemary became serious again. “Don’t let what Varva has
done consume you. There is still joy to be found in family and
friends, despite the hardship. Remember that.”
Timon nodded. She is so wise. What would I do without her?
As the sun began to set, they stopped to rest. “I’ll take the first
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watch,” Brice said.
They curled up together and Rosemary was soon asleep.
But as exhausted as Timon felt, he could not sleep. He listened to
his wife’s breathing for a while before giving up all together. He
sat up. “Brice?”
“Yes?”
“Have you forgiven your father?”
Brice pondered the question a moment. “Not completely.
Such a journey takes time. He killed my best friend just because
Zane saw things differently than him. All I know is that I never
want to see Lord Varva again. Maybe that means I’ll never forgive
him. Though I do feel less angry than a year ago.” He turned to
Timon. “What about you? Have you forgiven Varva?”
Timon shook his head. “No.” His eyes filled with tears.
“I’m so scared I’ll become like him.”
“How so?”
“He’s so bitter. Because my father accidently killed Lord
Varva’s father, he has let this bitterness consume him to the point
of making war with the chipmunks. Killing my father. Forcing us
to leave our forest. And now, trying to keep us from any hope we
have of surviving in this world. I can already feel myself becoming bitter. I’m afraid I will become so angry I will hurt those I
love.”
“Timon, I don’t think you will ever be as bitter and cruel
as Varva. You’re too loving.”
“But you can’t know. Lord Varva was a kind squirrel by all
accounts before his father died.”
“It’s still odd to me that you know more of my father than
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I do.”
“Well, our fathers were friends.” Timon looked away from
Brice and stared at his paws. There was silence for a few moments.
“You should get some sleep. You’ll need your rest for whatever is
to come tomorrow when we reach the lake.”
“I’m afraid I won’t be able to sleep. I’ll take the watch, and
you get some rest.” Brice curled up, wrapped his tail around himself, and went to sleep while Timon thought about his father. He
remembered watching as Lord Varva’s arrow impaled his father’s
stomach. He remembered running toward his father and holding
him as he died. His tears splashed to the ground. What will I do if
I see Lord Varva tomorrow?
~
They reached Ezker Lake early the next afternoon. Timon
saw the boat the wolves had spoken of sitting on the bank three
hare bounds away, maybe four. He breathed a sigh of relief. We
made it.
Suddenly he heard a splash and was showered with water as the squirrels leaped out of the water where they had been
hiding. They looked like drowned rats as they charged toward
Rosemary, Brice, and Timon. Why are they so set on ruining our happiness? Squirrels don’t even like water.
Timon stepped in front of Rosemary and drew his sword.
Rosemary pushed him back as she drew her sword. “Get to
the boat. Brice and I will do our best to hold them off. Think of
the scurry—and those seeds! Remember the seeds!”
“But—”
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“Go!”
There was no time to argue with Rosemary now. Timon
sheathed his sword, turned, and bounded toward the boat, swords
clashing behind him.
“After him!” Lord Varva shouted.
Timon pushed the boat into the water and jumped in
as two squirrels leapt onto the boat. He grabbed his sword and
swung at them, struggling to keep his balance on the rocking
craft.
One squirrel lunged toward him. Timon dropped to the
ground to dodge the sword, then stabbed his blade into the squirrel’s gut. He quickly pulled loose and swung at the other squirrel’s head as it scurried toward him, teeth bared. The squirrel
dodged the sword but lost its balance and tipped off the boat. The
squirrel’s paw shot up and grabbed the edge of the boat. Timon
brought his sword down on its paw. It sank in the red water. With
both squirrels dead, he began rowing quickly across the lake.
When he reached the other bank, he saw the silver tree
right away. It looked like a snake trying to reach the sun, thin
and growing with many curves, its leaves falling to the ground.
Timon scampered to the tree.
A hiss came from behind the tree. Timon paused. A giant
crocodile lumbered into sight. Timon drew his sword, knowing it
would be of little use against the creature’s scales. The crocodile
snapped at him. He dodged to the side. The crocodile was bigger
and stronger, but Timon had the advantage of being faster and
able to maneuver more easily. They danced around the tree, the
crocodile lunging, Timon dodging, until Timon was able to flip
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up onto the beast’s snapping jaws and stab it between the eyes, its
sole vulnerable spot. He hopped off as the crocodile collapsed to
the ground, its tail still twitching violently.
Timon went to the tree, reached into the hole, and took the
three glowing, golden seeds in his paw. He could almost feel the
magic throbbing in them. He placed them in his pack, hopped back
into the boat, and rowed to the other shore.
When he came to the shore, he saw Brice huddled over
something, and seven squirrel bodies littered on the ground
around him. Timon’s heart stopped. Where’s Rosemary? He ran
toward Brice.
Brice turned as he heard Timon. “Timon—”
“What happened?”
“I– I’m sorry.”
“No!” Timon reached Brice and saw his wife lying in a pool
of her own blood. “Rosemary!” He collapsed to the ground and
took her in his arms.
“I’m sorry, Timon.”
Timon turned on Brice. “How could you let this happen?
Who killed her?”
Brice stared at his paws, tears dripping to the ground, and
he whispered, “Varva.”
“Your father killed her?” Tears burned his cheek. “Where is
he? Why is he not among the dead?”
“Timon—”
“Why didn’t you kill him! Why didn’t you keep her safe!”
“It all happened so quickly. Rosemary and I fought hard:
we each took three squirrels. Then there was just Lord Varva and
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one other. The other squirrel came for me as Lord Varva went for
Rosemary. By the time I had killed the one attacking me, Rosemary was lying dead at Varva’s feet. There was nothing I could
do.”
“Why didn’t you kill him?”
“I couldn’t, Timon. He stared at me awhile, then said, ‘My
one weakness is that I somehow still care about you, son, even
though you betrayed us and left. I cannot kill you.’ And I just
stared as he left. I couldn’t kill him. I tried to remember all he did
to you and your scurry. I tried to remember Zane. I tried to remember holding Zane’s dead body and burying him. But it wasn’t
enough. I couldn’t kill him.”
Timon didn’t answer. He just held Rosemary close to his
chest, rocking back and forth, thinking of Timmy, and crying.
Brice backed away, trying to give him space.
After what felt like hours, Timon stood, wiped his tears,
pulled the seeds out of his pack, and went to Brice. “Take these
back to my mother.”
“What do you mean? What about you?”
“I will not be returning with you. If I lose one more chipmunk I care about, I fear what will become of me.”
“What about Timmy?” Brice asked, but Timon heard his
mother’s voice in his head say it at the same time.
“It is Timmy I’m thinking about!” Timon snapped. Brice
backed away. Timon softened his voice. “I have seen what it did to
you to have a father so bitter and cruel. I don’t want to do that to
Timmy. I know I will become like that if I lose one more friend.
If I lose you. I know it. I can’t let that happen.”
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“Don’t you think it will be worse for him to have no father
or mother at all?”
“Would it have been better for you to have had no father at
all than to have one who was so terrible?” Brice remained silent.
“Please, I must leave. I can’t do to my scurry what Lord Varva has
done to his.”
“Where will you go?”
“I don’t know. Maybe to the wise ones.”
“Who will rule us?”
Timon pressed a ring into Brice’s paw. “This is my seal.
Give it to my mother. If anything happens to her, then I want you
to rule in my stead until Timmy is old enough to fulfill his role.”
“But I’m not a chipmunk. I can’t rule them.”
“You’re part of the scurry. You’re a chipmunk at heart.”
Brice nodded. He placed the ring and the seeds in his pack
and embraced Timon. “I will miss you, friend. You have become
like a brother to me. I hope you can find your way back to our
scurry someday.”
“Goodbye,” Timon whispered, then he pulled away, wiped
his tears, and walked away without looking back.
~
After a few days’ travel, Timon heard a deep voice call his
name. He turned, paw on the hilt of his sword. The polar bear
from the sanctuary was bounding toward him.
“Jakaru?”
“Timon. I heard about the squirrels coming after you. I
have no idea how they knew, but the only possible explanation is
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that the wolves told them. So, I left. I couldn’t work for them after
they betrayed you.”
Timon gaped at the bear.
“I ran into Brice and he told me where you were headed.
May I join you? It seems we are both looking to start a new life.
Why not start it together?”
Timon didn’t know what to say, so he just nodded.
And the bear walked in his tiny shadow, stretched large as
a lion by the setting sun.
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Inner Beauty Resides in the Soul
(Arabic Writing)
Ali Almail,
Genetics/Molec/Cell Bio
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The Annals of Bartholomew Greenpasture,
Destined for Greatness
BY Samuel Olson, Literature
“Stop right there, criminal scum!”
Bartholomew froze, hands still wrapped around the lock
on the shop’s door. He slowly turned around to face the Warden,
carefully trying to appear as unthreatening as possible. “Hello
Paul,” Bartholomew said. “Fancy seeing you here. Have you had a
nice day?”
“Oh, it’s just you, Bartholomew,” the Warden said. “What
were you doing just then? We released you yesterday and you
swore up and down your dead mother’s grave that you’d be on
your best behavior. Another robbery doesn’t reflect well on her at
all.”
“The confusion you have is understandable,” Bartholomew
said, “but I am actually not breaking into a shop in order to pilfer
all the valuables inside.”
“Of course not,” the Warden said.
“I just noticed that this lock was very loose and decided to
tighten it with the incredibly useful and legal set of lockpicks that
I found on the ground.” He pointed to the Warden’s feet. “Right
there. Now that you’re here, though, I can leave it to the incredibly well-trained, handsome, and kindly Wardens, can I not?”
The thickset man seemed to buy both the lie and compliments Bartholomew offered. So Bartholomew quickly stepped
away from the incriminating door and started plotting his escape
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route. Sooner or later, the Warden would extricate himself
from the web of lies like a clumsy spider and realize Bartholomew was actually a master thief on the cusp of another
haul. And that his mother was not actually dead. He casually
turned into an alleyway to make a speedy exit but felt his arms
firmly (though gently) tied together, with astonishing speed.
Bartholomew yelped at the Warden: “I’m an innocent
man!” He tried to wriggle his way out of his bonds, but his small
stature and woefully underdeveloped muscles were no challenge
for the Warden tying his arms together.
“Bartholomew,” the Warden said, “you are under suspicion
of trying to break into some poor merchants’ shop. That’s good
enough for the law, and it’s good enough for you and me.”
“Paul, if you haven’t caught me with the goods in my
hands, it’s just the same as arresting an innocent man! And since
I wasn’t trying to steal anything, I am an innocent man!” Bartholomew knew that the Wardens were trained to let solid reason
slide through their ears like melted butter, so he stopped wiggling
as all hope escaped him in a noise like a dog getting stepped on.
“Guilty enough,” Paul said. “Now let’s get you back to
your home-away-from-home. I am sorry to say that your usual
cell is currently occupied, as we didn’t expect your company for
another day or so. Not that we’re complaining. You’re always the
life of the Tower!” The Warden chuckled as he wrenched Bartholomew’s arms into a pretzel and started pressing him forward
towards the imposing citadel that loomed over the city.
“Hold on a second!” Bartholomew said. “Did you just say
my cell is occupied? What about my special bedding? And my
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painting—the landscape of course—what about it? Is it all gone?
Did this newcomer tear them down?”
“Don’t worry,” laughed the Warden. “He quite likes the
decorations you’ve put up. Which is good since he’s going to be
stuck there for a while. He told us his name was Richard, but the
boys are all sure it’s Tyrion, the lieutenant of Mauteby!”
By the ugly face of a Daemon! Bartholomew thought.
Mauteby was already notorious throughout Piomell for his disregard of the Warden’s law and was becoming a fixture in the city’s
large, seething underbelly. As his lieutenant, Tyrion was quite an
imposing figure indeed!
Bartholomew puzzled this new information, and presently
the two arrived at the keep. “Hullo Daul,” Bartholomew absentmindedly greeted the various Wardens. “Hello there, Merion,
Filip, Todde. It is a very nice twist-knot, Jethemy, I can hardly
move my arms, see? Glad to see you back, Brittney; that was a
nasty fall, wasn’t it? How’s the young’n coming along, Wilfred?
You and the missus still enjoying parenthood? Good day, Vuron,
and Budem—I see your moustache has come in! Good for you!”
They stopped at a table where sat an old, bald man.
“Hello there, Bartholomew,” said the old man. “I didn’t expect to see you here back so quickly. What’d you catch him doing
this time, Paul?”
“It was just the usual,” Paul said. “Possession of an illegal
set of lockpicks, skulking around after dark, and trying to break
into a shop.”
The old man sniggered. “Emphasis on the ‘trying,’ as usual.”
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Both Wardens shared a chuckle before the seated man
handed a key to Paul and directed him to the cell that Bartholomew would be held in: cell CCCIX. It was right across from
his usual cell, CCCX, and so Bartholomew was situated perfectly
to stare longingly at his glorious fleece pillow, his beautiful painting of a rural farmhouse (obviously painted by an amateur, but a
talented one nonetheless), and the mattress he had painstakingly
stuffed. The straw poking his bottom was a cruel reminder of the
harsh realities ahead of him … and beneath his bottom.
His wistful gaze was interrupted by two Wardens carrying
a man who they threw into the very cell he’d been contemplating.
“Won’t tell us a thing, eh?” one of them said to the prone man.
“Don’t worry, we’ll get some answers out of you yet! Bet you’ve
been cozy down here with these wonderful decorations. Not anymore! We’re taking these with us!” And with that, both Wardens
tore down all the decorations that Bartholomew had painstakingly
set up.
Including the painting!
“Jethemy!” Bartholomew yelled through his bars. “Harriot!
What are you two doing? You watched me put those up!”
Both men stopped suddenly and slowly turned around.
“Oh, hey there, Mr. Bartholomew,” Harriot said guiltily. “Didn’t
expect you back so soon. Now, we know you’ve worked hard on
this room, and we don’t mind! Honest! But the Commander isn’t
willing to turn a blind eye to anyone else enjoying such finery,
so he wants everything in the vault until we get some answers
from Mr. ‘Richard’ over here. I promise we’ll get them back to you
soon.”
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“If you poke a hole in that mattress, you’ll have to deal
with me,” said Bartholomew. “And I’m much worse than any Daemon you can think of !”
The two marched away quickly with Bartholomew’s stuff.
“Psst!” Bartholomew hissed to his neighboring cellmate. “Hey!
Are you really Tyrion, right-hand man to Mauteby?”
The man groaned and pulled himself onto the cell’s bench,
only deigning to respond to Bartholomew after he was painfully
settled. “Why do you care who I am?”
“I’ve just heard so much about the extremely illegal and
rather dangerous activities of Mauteby.” The man puffed himself
up a little and chuckled. “I’d like to hear from a more trustworthy
source, rather than the friend of a brother of a sister-in-law to
my jailor.”
The man finally looked at Bartholomew through the double-set bars between them.
“Besides, I’m sure that Mauteby has to have heard about
me by now. I’m one of the most famous criminals in all of Poimell!”
“Really now,” so-called-Richard said. “And who are you? I
don’t recognize you by your face, which means you aren’t important enough to be a wanted criminal.”
He doesn’t know my face? Bartholomew thought, astounded.
I make sure that it’s seen at every crime I commit. Otherwise, how would
people come to recognize their terrorizer?
“You certainly wouldn’t know my face,” he retorted, “as I
am careful to keep it hidden.”
“Is it currently exposed, your face?”
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“Of course not. This is simply a mask that hides my true
features.”
“Very clever indeed.”
“As for my name, I am Bartholomew Greenpasture, master
thief and bane to every law-abiding citizen in the entire city of
Poimell.”
“Ah. I see.”
“No you don’t, that’s simply the mask I’m wearing.”
“A lifelike mask, to be sure,” the man said.
“I am a master at the skulking arts”
“Be as that may, Bootwish—”
“Bartholomew.”
“The Court of Thieves is not really looking for anyone
new at this moment. But I’m sure if you can pull off a big heist
and not get caught, we’ll notice.”
With Bartholomew thus dismissed, the man turned away
and tried to stretch out on his now-comfortless bed. “May a Daemon eat the soul of those guards,” he muttered, shifting around.
“I was getting cozy with that blanket and pillow.”
“That’s ten months hard work that they’ve just torn down,
you know that right? Sneaking those geese in here and plucking
them was no easy task.”
Richard — if that indeed was his name — turned back
around with renewed interest. “You were the one who made
everything in this cell? Even the pillow?”
“Certainly. As a master thief, I would never let myself
spend any amount of time in a common cell.”
“But you’re in one right now.”
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“That’s just because you’re occupying my usual cell, and so
special allowance is made.”
“I thought we were done, but you’ve shown a whole new
side to yourself, Bartalby.”
“Bartholomew.”
“Indeed. I am Tyrion, loyal lieutenant to Mauteby, prince
of crime.”
“I figured as much.”
“I was planning on getting out of here tonight, alone. But
I think you’d make a wonderful… guest.”
Bartholomew almost swooned but kept his tone even and
professional. “I’ll come with you, as long as you don’t slow me
down!”
“The more we talk, the funnier you become.” Tyrion
laughed. “I think I like you.”
A Daemon spank me! thought Bartholomew in ecstasy.
“Now, since the guards have left us alone, I can get us out
of here.” With a flourish, Tyrion removed his earring and placed
it around his finger. With a twist and a furrowed brow, the ring
around his finger emitted a soft purple glow and a wind picked up
around him. As it grew in strength, Tyrion disappeared and reappeared in Bartholomew’s cell, repeating the process to get both of
them out.
Bartholomew gazed with awe at the ring on Tyrion’s finger.
An Artifact!
If the men who worked for Mauteby had access to Artifacts, that would mean Bartholomew would be able to access at
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least one Artifact and finally ascend to his proper place among
humanity: its supreme, just, and benevolent ruler. These ancient objects are infused with all sorts of handy abilities, he thought, and the
College of Magic claims only their students can use them. That’s
why they carefully hoard their stash.
While his thoughts whirred, he heard Tyrion unlock the
grate that let in fresh air. The other thief beckoned Bartholomew
out the window. He hurried out, his future waiting!
~
Tyrion led Bartholomew on a dizzying path of switchbacks and hidden alleys that left Bartholomew utterly confused as
to where he actually was. Whenever Bartholomew tried to question him about Mauteby, the job he was surely planning, or the
Artifacts, Tyrion pointedly ignored him, finally stopping in front
of an inn with boarded-up windows and loud shouting going on
inside. Bartholomew peered at the swinging sign carved with a
unicorn drinking from an oversized mug. He hesitated, but Tyrion
beckoned him into the smoky interior of the Drunken Unicorn.
Upon entering, Bartholomew was immediately blinded
by the thick smoke hanging from the low ceiling and deafened by
singing that arose from men who couldn’t afford anything stronger than the cheapest beer at the counter. He pulled Tyrion aside.
“Surely this can’t be where Mauteby holds his Court of Thieves.
It’s filthy and utterly uncouth.”
“I’ll get you to Mauteby.” Tyrion winked at Bartholomew
and reached behind the counter and pulled, pushed, pressed,
yanked, twisted, and shook something hidden. After thirty or so
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seconds of standing around as Tyrion muttered to himself, a panel on the wall opened up, revealing a staircase that led down into a
brightly-lit room. With Tyrion’s assurance, Bartholomew started
down the stairs. At the bottom, there was a large room with unnecessary pillars lined up on either side of a series of long tables
covered in food and populated by ruffians of all shapes and sizes—gingerly holding hands. Mauteby (Bartholomew assumed it
was Mauteby, on a throne, wearing a jeweled coronet and an ivory
and gold eyepatch) glared at Bartholomew, who halted under the
force of that bejeweled scowl.
Bartholomew stared at the strange tableau before him, and
— quick as the thieves they were — the men on either end of the
table closest to him grabbed his hands. After they did so, Mauteby spoke: “Let us have quick hands and wits, and should these fail
us, may our feet outdistance our pursuers. To whatever god will
accept the fact that we’ll steal the jewels of heaven, amen.”
With the last syllable, the thieves at the tables exploded
into action, shoveling as much food as they could grab into their
mouths, watching with suspicion their hand-holding neighbors.
As Bartholomew gaped at the chaos, Tyrion came up behind him
and pushed him forward.
“C’mon, Bardoch,” he said.
“Bartholomew!”
“They’ve just started the Thieves’ Feast. This is the best
time to talk to Mauteby.” Tyrion pulled Bartholomew toward
the enthroned man, receiving greetings from the denizens of the
truncheon tables as they went.
Reaching Mauteby provoked another joyous greeting as
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the Prince noticed Tyrion and wrapped him in a titanic hug.
“You’re late!” Mauteby bellowed. “I thought you’d be back
earlier than this. Have the Wardens finally caught on to your true
identity?”
“Not yet,” gasped Tyrion, “though I probably shouldn’t
use ‘Richard’ for a good while now.” He laughed, recovering his
breath. “I was late because I found an interesting new friend while
hanging out in the Tower. Meet Baarwilly.”
“Bartholomew.”
“Oh?” Mauteby inspected Bartholomew. “What makes you
so interesting, Boferly, that Tyrion here thinks you’re worthy to
be brought before me?”
“Well,” Bartholomew said, “my full name is Bartholomew
Greenpasture. I’m a master thief who needs a bit of help for his
next heist.” His voice grew stronger. “I assume the only reason
you haven’t heard of me is because the Wardens were scared we
might combine our skills and resources to terrorize the city of
Piomell, and eventually the entire Kingdom.”
“You’re right,” Mauteby whispered to Tyrion, “he is entertaining.” He spoke louder to Bartholomew and the few ruffians
who had stopped eating to stare at Bartholomew with looks of utter amazement. “If you are such a master thief, how did you come
to be locked in a cell with…” — he paused as Tyrion whispered
something to him — “enough time to fully furnish and decorate
it?”
Bartholomew met this accusation with a dismissive hand
wave. “I’m never locked in there. I could escape whenever I want
to. I simply choose to be caught so I have a place to rest every
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once in a while. I don’t hold any stock in houses. They’re too easily broken into. If you really want to be safe, a prison is the place
to be. But I couldn’t let myself rest in some pathetic, basic cell of
straw and bare stone walls. So I spruced the place up.”
Mauteby seemed impressed. “So what is this massive heist
for which you have need of me and my resources?”
“I want to steal the Commander’s medals.”
Mauteby lost interest immediately, and Tyrion looked letdown. “If we wanted to steal his medals, we’d just club him and
make off with his uniform. Any street thug could do that, Blylthion”
“Bartholomew. And those cheap pieces of brass are mere
imitations to fool the stupid and lazy. The real medals are hundreds of times more valuable. The finest goldsmiths created these
medals, set with the most perfect jewels. The Commander has
a long and storied history, and Piomell has awarded him many
times. Besides, the medals are contained at the same place as the
Tower’s vault: adjacent to the Commander’s office. It would be
trivial to ‘visit’ both in one trip.” Bartholomew thought it prudent
not to mention that he knew all of this because of the many times
he had been in the Commanders office drinking Syllian wine and
swapping tales.
By now, most of the room was staring in awe at Bartholomew as he detailed the Commander’s riches. Even Mauteby
and Tyrion had faraway looks as they envisioned both the money
they’d acquire and the snubbing they’d give the Wardens that so
doggedly pursued them. Mauteby awoke from his dreaming. “It
appears you know an awful lot about the inner workings of the
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Tower for someone who claims to be a master thief.”
“Those forays into the cells weren’t just for rest, as a
master never lets his mind wander. Each time I enter the Tower, I
examine everything I can access. And the more familiar I am with
the Wardens the more access is granted me. I have a complete
mental map of the inside of that Tower.” He tapped his temple.
“Right here, in my head. I only need the men and equipment to
get me past the guards and even more men to carry away our
haul.”
Mauteby was taken now. “Deal, Barlok!”
“Bartholomew, please.”
“You’ve got yourself a team of five and anything you can
fit on your person from the armory. But just remember, if you
accept my help, I get half of the profits.”
“Half ? If you want me to bend my will toward something
that shall benefit you, I’ll need more than that. I will take ninety
percent and reimburse you with the last ten.”
“You come here and beg for my help to offer me a tenth?
That offer isn’t even worth the blood on my boots from the last
person who tried to lowball me.”
“A friend?”
“My sister.”
“I’m willing to negotiate my terms,” Bartholomew said.
“You catch on quickly. The lowest I’ll go is forty-seven/
fifty-three. If you don’t like it, I’ll throw you out of my court
immediately.”
“I’ll let myself be thrown out if you insult me again. I suppose I could part with a hefty twentieth of the booty for your
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help. Even the smallest portion of this prize is worth enough to
keep you rolling in wealth for years.”
“Even more reason to get a bigger cut. Tell you what, I
like you better than my sister, so if you give me forty percent of
the spoils, I’ll let you into my court as a duke.”
Bartholomew was flabbergasted. To skip all of the work
and menial jobs that were required to become even a count would
be a huge step forward. As he opened his mouth to accept,
he saw the glint of the Artifact on Tyrion’s hand and remembered that he had another goal in coming here. “I’ll give you the
fifty that you so desire if you let me on the court and allow me the
usage of an Artifact.”
A low gasp arose from the crowd watching Bartholomew.
A look of cunning passed Mauteby’s face as he stepped forward
and shook Bartholomew’s hand. “Deal, Bethany.”
~
Bartholomew surveyed his crew: four petty thieves who
didn’t deserve his attention, and Tyrion, who insisted he wouldn’t
be kept from the action. They were crouched in an alley outside
the Tower, where the Wardens wouldn’t check, as it was too
close to home. When the first night shift headed out to patrol the
streets Bartholomew beckoned his men forward, for the fewest
men were currently in the Tower itself.
Bartholomew slinked through the back-alleys, but his
followers were much more casual in their approach. Tyrion was
catlike without meaning to be, while the others were almost loud.
Even Robert, who had claimed he was silent as a shade was chat
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ting with his fellows as they approached the Tower.
“Would you please be quiet, Robert?” Bartholomew said.
“This is very dangerous.”
“But we just saw the Wardens leave,” said Robert. “What
are you worried about, Blathermouth?”
“Only a few have actually left,” said Bartholomew. “There
are others waiting inside.”
With his men suitably reprimanded, Bartholomew realized
they had arrived at the back of the Tower, where — Bartholomew
knew — the latrine drain was. Bartholomew directed Robert to
lift the poorly attached grate, too heavy for his svelte body, and
the filth contained in the drain spilled onto the street. Everyone
gagged, even Sion, who’d claimed, in order to win a bet, that he
had no sense of smell. They looked to Tyrion, who nodded, and
all six of them slipped (very easily, on account of the muck) into
the pipe.
They sloshed their way out of the sludge and Bartholomew shed his cloak, for he had spent an unhealthy amount
of times in sewers and knew the importance of a sheddable outer
layer. The others, who did not frequent sewers, had not thought
so far ahead, and were dripping with the city’s foulest bowel
water. The whole group began complaining, but Bartholomew
shushed them: “There are still Wardens standing guard. No
noise.” To be frank, the prison — connected to the sewer — was
especially heavily guarded.
An unfair arrangement, Bartholomew thought.
After the rest had wiped themselves, they all snuck up to
the cells, a familiar abode to all, but none more than Bartholomew.
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He put his mental map to good use and was leading a path
straight to the Commander’s office when he heard the heavy tread
of a guard. Thinking quickly, he shoved all his companions into a
nearby cell and jumped into the one next to it. He pulled the door
shut just as the guard rounded the corner and sighed inwardly
with relief. It was Mophen, a Warden who was always kind to
Bartholomew.
“Hello there, Bartholomew.” Mophen looked surprised
to see him in the cell. “I thought Paul said you had escaped last
night. Was he lying?”
“You know Paul,” Bartholomew said. “He’s always a little
too interested in his cup to truly know what’s going on around the
Tower.”
“You’re right on that,” laughed Mophen. “How are you
enjoying your cell today, if I may ask? I’m sorry it’s not the usual
one, but you know the Commander’s moods.”
“I think I’m going to go to sleep early,” Bartholomew said,
catching Tyrion’s glare. “See you later, Mophen.”
“Goodbye, Bartholomew. Hope to see you in the mess
tomorrow. I’ve got new cards, now. Meaning you can’t cheat with
these ones.”
After the Warden left, Bartholomew looked over to the
other cell, hoping they hadn’t heard him and Mophen talk. All
were looking at him with expressions ranging from befuddlement
to anger — this latter emotion owned by Laeth, who hated Wardens with a bloodletting passion.
“What are you looking at?” Bartholomew said. “It was part
of the investigative process.”
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This didn’t seem to assuage fears, but they continued following him up the stairs, now casting glances to each other. Tyrion
responding with acrobatic eyebrow movements, but Bartholomew
didn’t care, as long as they helped him out. The Tower was emptier than usual and so they were quickly able to ascend until they
were crouched outside the Commander’s door.
Laeth was of the opinion that they should just burst
through the door and off the old man, and the others didn’t disagree. Bartholomew, however, did. He actually liked the Commander, for his wine was excellent and his tales scarcely worse.
“Though the Commander has gotten somewhat stiffer
with age,” Bartholomew warned his companions, “you’ll still
find him a tough opponent. That crochety bastard has been in all
the battles for the last twenty years and personally won half of
them.” He didn’t know if that was true, but saying it had some
effect.
“And how would you know?” Laeth said. “You’ve been
pretty friendly with the Wardens. How do we know you’re not
leading us into a trap?”
“If you thought I was leading you into a trap, Laeth, why
would you follow me all the way up here, through a sewer?”
“Because we’re going in there, not you, right boys?” As he
said this, Laeth looked around at the other thieves, who all looked
at Bartholomew with varying levels of shame. They all looked
to Tyrion in the end, who simply shrugged. Bartholomew found
himself pushed to the background as the others readied their
weapons.
The four thieves burst into the room, Tyrion hung back,
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and Bartholomew wasn’t in the mood or position to help. Instantly there came cries of pain from the attacking thieves. Tyrion and
Bartholomew, surprised that one old man was putting up such a
fight, followed them into the room. It was a scene of chaos: the
thieves were all smashed into the walls, limbs splayed at various
angles and the Commander was sitting up in his bed, wearing his
silk pajamas and holding his medals thrust forward. The medals
were emanating an angry red glow that matched the color of the
Commander’s face. The man on the bed looked furious — and that
rage was directed toward Bartholomew.
“Bartholomew?” the Commander said, shocked. “What
have you done? Was it you who brought all these rude men in
here? After all we’ve done for you? Did the Scyllian wine mean
nothing to you?” Bartholomew was not given the opportunity
to respond, as with a gust of wind and a glow of purple light,
Tyrion suddenly appeared behind the Commander and stabbed his
dagger into the old man’s back.
Bartholomew ran to the Commander, cradling his body
in his arms, but the damage was done, and the old man was dead.
All the evenings getting drunk and laughing at obviously false,
but undeniably hilarious stories, were over. His first friend at the
Tower, key to his many privileges, and sometime father figure (despite the few times he’d tortured Bartholomew) dead now. Stabbed
in the back by a thief. The glint of the medals drew his attention,
and so he laid the Commander down and picked up the medals —
the fruits of his mission and, apparently, Artifacts themselves.
“I don’t think you’ll be going home with those.” Tyrion
interrupted his melancholy mulling over the medals as he slid the
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dagger back into his boot with a sinister click.
“I think I’ll just take these as my fifty, and Mauteby can
have the gold.”
“You don’t have a choice.” Tyrion had a bag full of gold he
had acquired while Bartholomew was mourning the Commander and he tossed it into Bartholomew’s arms, reaching down and
taking the medals from him in the same swift action.
“I ran this mission perfectly,” Bartholomew said. “It was
only when those fools” — he gestured to the men stuck into the
walls — “took over that things went awry.”
Tyrion grabbed Bartholomew’s hand and twisted his Artifact ring. The rushing wind instantly blew up around the two of
them, and Bartholomew found them behind the Belching Dragon,
a popular hang out for those who preferred good drink with their
criminal activity. He groped for the medals Tyrion held, but the
taller man was able to keep them out of his grasp by means of
his height, developed musculature, and apparent inurement to the
aftereffects of instantaneous, magical teleportation.
“We agreed to a deal!” Bartholomew yelled. “We split the
loot half and half, and I get Artifacts. Here’s an Artifact, and I
want it as my fifty!”
“Sorry,” Tyrion said coolly. “We’re in the habit of collecting these. Besides, we’re thieves. Did you really expect the deal to
be kept? You walked us through a sewer, remember, and I really
don’t think you’re fit to be a duke of the Court, so don’t bother
trying to contact us. Not if you want to keep your life.” With that
final word and a mocking laugh, Tyrion disappeared into purple
wind.
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Bartholomew slumped to the ground. Master thieves were
not cheats. There was a code to good honest burglary, and it had
been violated on all fronts by the Court of the supposed “Prince
of Thieves.” It didn’t matter though. They had won. They had the
key Bartholomew needed to ascend from his current paltry state
to his proper position as Lord Emperor of all Piomell.
He was defeated.
His fall was halted, though, by the sack of metal that he
was still carrying. He looked at the bag of gold blankly, and then
at the building before him that promised sweet forgetfulness as
long as he had coin.
The low bellow of an ox close by woke Bartholomew from
his nap. His head was pounding from the immense amount of
Goblin Brew he’d consumed the night before. Blearily, he looked
around to see a small crowd of merchants.
“Hello,” he said. “What seems to be the problem? Why am
I being looked at so intently?”
“You didn’t pay to ride on my cart!” the foremost merchant
responded. “I’ll need you to pay for the service.”
“First I’d like to know where I’ve ended up,” said Bartholomew. “So I can properly gauge the price.” As he said this, he
was patting around his person for the sack he had so recently
owned. He did not find it. What he did find was a small scrap of
paper detailing a map with a crudely drawn X on it and an accompanying note describing the future sale of a pair of Artifacts to
one Bartholomew Greenpasture, written in his own handwriting
and signed by Rewath Leod, the premiere acquirer of Artifacts.
All he needed was seven thousand more gold pieces and he’d be
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able to fulfill the order. Most of the five thousand he’d stolen from
the Tower had apparently gone into confirming the deal with
Leod.
“You’re in the town of Smallwood,” the merchant interrupted, which surprised Bartholomew.
“Where?” he said. “Smallwood?” A little pile of Daemon
refuse on the border of the Kingdom, he thought.
He looked up at the merchant leaning in on him, changed
tactics, and made his appeal: “How would you like to make a lot of
money within the week?”
The merchant blinked.
“You give me a little money, and all your friends here
would find some of their lockboxes siphoned into yours. All you’d
need to do is give me the money to find some friends and, it almost goes without saying, keep your mouth shut.”
The merchant gave him a crafty smile and leaned closer.
Bartholomew grinned. He was back on track.
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Cold
BY Hannah Ross, Writing and Rhetoric
Sent to: Milgram Center for Research and Analysis
From: Dr. Cleckley, PhD.; Dr. Hare, PhD.
Test Subject: Michael Richardson
Reason for Test: To study the effects of psychopathy on the
brain. Each test attempts to demonstrate the lengths to which the test subject exhibits psychopathic behavior. Three videos were shown to the subject
three times, each for a total of nine tests.
Evaluation Results: Subject showed varied levels of behavior
change throughout the experiment. In the video for tests one through
three, the test subject showed signs that were indicative of poor behavior
control and impulsivity. Tests four and five demonstrated high levels of
callousness and a lack of both guilt and empathy. When confronted about
his actions, the subject exhibited pathological lying and a failure to accept
responsibility.
Request for Analysis: The results from tests seven, eight, and
nine best represent the culmination of our research and analysis, leading
us to believe the test subject is a psychopath. Please analyze the footage of
the experiment as well as the conclusory full report on every test.
~
Michael Richardson sat in the cold metal chair and stared
at the small box television on the cart in front of him. The fluorescent light above him reflected on the linoleum, and the white paint
on the cinderblock walls had dried in uneven drips. He poured
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hot coffee into a mug from the small table beside his chair. On the
television, a man sliced with a knife, splattering blood all over the
room and on his clothes. The victims screamed and tried to get
away, but the man was too quick. And persistent. Calculated. Cold.
Michael stayed seated in his chair and meticulously sprinkled the
sugar packet into his coffee.
~
Hare and Cleckley watched him through the monitor in
the observation room, marking down his reaction.
“Well, that was a different response,” Cleckley said. “This
video is effective. Very effective.”
“Psychopaths find violence calming.”
“And I’d definitely say he was disturbingly still during that
test.”
“Test seven has produced the highest score yet,” Hare said.
“I think we are making progress here. Let’s move on to
test eight.”
Hare pressed replay on the video and they began writing.
~
Michael sat in tense anticipation, staring at the black
screen, preparing himself for the video. The television flickered
on again and began the countdown to the film. Michael carefully
sipped his coffee, focusing on the warmth. He watched himself
pick up the knife and enter the room. He killed all three people
without a second thought and calmly washed his hands in the
sink. Michael held back a shudder as the screen went dark again.
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To anyone watching he was motionless, inert.
~
The scientists noted his lack of reaction in their notes for
test eight.
“Test number seven had some promising results,” Hare
said.
“But test eight was better,” Cleckley said. “And this is interesting: tests one through three produced roughly the same result. It
wasn’t until test four that he exhibited any behavioral change.”
“That in itself could be a byproduct of his condition.”
Cleckley nodded.
The two scientists turned back to the monitor and replayed the video for the third time, watching Michael carefully
and writing down everything he did.
~
Michael watched himself on the screen as he left the
kitchen with the knife and walked into his living room. He wanted
to close his eyes, but he knew he couldn’t. His wife was sitting on
the couch with his two children, reading a book to them. He stood
behind the couch, watching his children look at the pictures in
wonder as his wife read each character in different voices.
Then, he yanked her hair back and slit her throat.
His children screamed and scrambled off the couch as
their mother tumbled forward onto the coffee table, blood pooling
on the carpet.
Michael grabbed his daughter and snapped her neck. She
fell to the ground in a crumpled heap. His son ran for the back
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door, but Michael’s strides quickly overtook him, and he stabbed
the knife into his son’s back, twisted, and severed the spinal cord.
It’s okay, Michael thought. It’s not real. I can get through
this. Just one more test and then I can go home. The coffee burned his
tongue, but he didn’t care. Anything to distract him from what he
had just watched. He wondered how the video could seem so lifelike and still be fake. The thought made Michael gag. He covered
his mouth casually and breathed deep to keep his shoulders from
convulsing.
~
The scientists noted Michael’s stifled laughter at the end
of the viewing.
“Test nine was a complete success,” Cleckley said.
Hare compiled both of their notes along with the request
for analysis into a manila envelope and wrote the address on the
front. “Once I put this in the mail, we should have the results in a
few days.”
~
“The results from the control center came back,” Cleckley
said. “His score is significantly higher than the last two times.”
“We can move onto the real study.” Hare pressed the talk
button on the intercom. “Mr. Richardson, please proceed through
the door on the right for your next activity.”
~
Sent to: Dr. Cleckley, PhD., Dr. Hare, PhD.
From: Milgram Center for Research and Analysis
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Analysis Subject: Michael Richardson
Full Analysis: The Psychopathy Checklist-Revised (PCL-R) is
a diagnostic tool used to rate a person’s psychopathic or antisocial tendencies. The PCL-R consists of a 20-symptom rating scale that allows
qualified examiners to compare a subject’s degree of psychopathy to that
of a prototypical psychopath. Each symptom can score 0, 1, or 2 based on
how applicable it is to the subject. A score over 30 diagnoses the presence
of psychopathy.
The 20 symptoms are as follows:
1. Glib and Superficial Charm
2. Grandiose Self-Worth
3. Seek Stimulation or Prone to Boredom
4. Pathological Lying.
5. Cunning and Manipulation
6. Lack of Remorse or Guilt
7. Shallow Affect
8. Callousness and Lack of Empathy
9. Parasitic Lifestyle
10. Poor Behavioral Controls
11. Promiscuous Sexual Behavior
12. Early Behavior Problems
13. Lack of Realistic, Long-Term Goals
14. Impulsivity
15. Irresponsibility
16. Failure to Accept Responsibility for Own Actions
17. Many Short-Term Marital Relationships
18. Juvenile Delinquency
19. Revocation of Condition Release
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20. Criminal Versatility
To access Mr. Richardson’s individual scores for each symptom,
he needs to give consent in accordance with HIPAA laws.
Diagnosis: After a full analysis of the footage and test notes,
the psychological evaluation using the PCL-R diagnosed the subject
as a psychopath with a score of 34. You may begin your formal study
on the effects of psychopathy on the brain. Once the study is complete,
please refer to the Board of American Psychologists and Mental Health
Professionals to discuss the proper procedures of how to best help Mr.
Richardson, and where his ongoing care and treatment should take place.
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The Legend of Clear Lake

Based on a story by Jason Stalcup

BY Jayde Logemann, Writing and Rhetoric
July 20, 2018
I close my eyes and listen to the waves lap against the side
of the dock, trying to figure out how we can already be halfway
through the summer. Time always passes so strangely when I’m
working at camp.
“Do you guys know why there are three climbing walls?”
Jason asks, looking back at the lighthouse that towers over the
shoreline. We can’t see it from here, but three of the six sides of
the tower have been converted into climbing walls.
We all murmur that, no, we don’t know why there are
three.
“Why are there three climbing walls?” Willie says, a hint
of laughter in his voice. We’ve all heard enough of Jason’s stories
to know he isn’t going to present any kind of logical explanation.
“Well,” Jason says. “Each wall is secretly dedicated to
one of the three lifeguards who disappeared back in the eighties
during Water and Work Week. That was back before the camp
realized they had to follow child labor laws, and lifeguard training
was a lot tougher back then.”
“Let me guess,” Alisa says, interrupting. “They were eaten
by the Scuba Mammoths.”
“Nice try,” Jason says. “Back in the eighties, all the lifeguards had to swim across the lake, Scuba Mammoths and all, as
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part of their training. If they made it to the other shore and back,
they could lifeguard that summer. If they got too tired trying to
cross the lake, they could climb into the boat that was following
them, but then they wouldn’t get the job.” We could all see him
warming to his tale. “Well, one year, the lifeguards were all trying
to swim across the lake when, suddenly, a storm came up. Now,
today, we would’ve pulled all the lifeguards out of the water as
soon as the weatherman even predicted a thunderstorm, but this
was back in the dark ages—”
“The eighties weren’t all that long ago,” Dan says.
But Jason just continues: “This was in the dark ages when
Donovan Baxter was head cook and used to cook up annoying
part-time staff when he ran out of sausage for the pizza. So, the
lifeguards had to keep swimming. A few of them gave up, of
course, and climbed into the boat, but most of them were able to
make it to the other side and back. Lifeguards back then were a lot
tougher than they are today.”
“Excuse me?” Phil laughs.
“Anyway,” Jason says, “after the last lifeguard made it back
here to camp, the directors counted to see how many lifeguards
they would have that summer. There were fifteen who had made
it across and four in the boat, but then they realized there was a
problem.”
“That they only had fifteen lifeguards for the entire summer?” Phil asks.
“That would probably also be a problem, but no,” Jason
says. “They had started the day with” — he pauses to count on his
fingers — “twenty-two lifeguard candidates. Three had
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disappeared.”
“What happened to them?” Alisa asks.
“No one knows,” Jason says. “They sent search parties out
looking for them, but they never found them. Some people say
they drowned in the storm, but their bodies were never found at
the bottom of the lake. And they never washed up. Some people
say the three reached the other shore and decided to run away
after seeing the kind of work environment they would be in if
they got the job, and that they’re still living in Clear Lake to this
day. Others think they were blown off course in the storm and
landed on the island, where they discovered treasure and are now
living happily together.” He points to the island in the middle of
the lake.
“Or they were eaten by Scuba Mammoths,” Alisa says.
“Or they were eaten by Scuba Mammoths,” Jason says. “No
one knows what happened to them. Legend has it, though, that
on the anniversary of their disappearance, people have seen three
figures climb up to the tower and stand before the climbing walls,
leaving their watery handprints in the wood.”
June 6, 1983
Emma tried to ignore the burning in her limbs and focus
instead on the rhythm of her strokes. Her arms and legs were
locked into a steady pattern. If she could maintain the rhythm,
she could make it to the other side of the lake, take a five-minute
break, and then swim back to the campground. The job would be
hers, and she wouldn’t have to spend the whole summer detasseling corn again. She tried to ignore the boat idling behind her,
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ready to pull her out of the water the moment she decided she
was too tired to continue. Getting on the boat was not an option
for Emma. She told herself the only way to cross the lake was to
swim.
As Emma came up for air, she felt a prickle of cold on the
back of her neck. The sky, bright blue when she and the twenty-one other lifeguard-wannabes had jumped into the water, was
growing darker every moment, and the June morning was starting to feel more like March.
Raindrops tickled the back of her neck, and she heard
voices, other wannabes calling to the head lifeguard to let them
onto the boat. Emma pushed her body forward into the water,
reminding herself that the water, though cool, would be warmer
than being towel-less and exposed to the wind in the boat.
The sky continued to grow darker, lit by sudden lightning
flashes, and the rain began to fall so hard Emma thought it must
be hail. She kept swimming, struggling against the waves that
were growing larger every second. She strained her ears, hoping
to hear the head lifeguard call all the wannabes out of the water,
telling them they’d done well enough to pass the test without
having to reach the shore, but she heard nothing but thunder.
She glanced back over her shoulder, pausing her strokes
for a moment. She caught sight of the boat, still behind her, the
head lifeguard standing at the wheel. He pointed to her, then to
the boat. Emma forced herself to remember the way the cornfields smelled in the middle of July and how much she hated the
thought of spending another summer in the back of a truck. She
shook her head quickly and turned back to the opposite shore,
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which she could no longer see. Taking a deep breath, she plunged
her face into the water and tried to force her limbs back into their
rhythm.
The waves were stronger now, crashing over her, pulling
her beneath the surface. She swallowed a mouthful of lake water
and coughed, sputtering, her arms floundering. She looked back to
the boat, but a wave crashed over her head.
Something latched onto her arm, and she felt herself being pulled downwards before she could catch another breath. Eyes
open wide, she peered through the murky water — much calmer
beneath the surface — and saw the shadow of another wannabe,
a twelve-year-old named Karina, clinging desperately to Emma’s
arm, flailing her other limbs. Emma reached for Karina and tried
to stop her from flailing, tried to stop her from dragging them
both deeper into the water.
Emma’s ears popped as her foot touch the floor of the lake.
She lunged for Karina, wrapping her arms around her to hold
her still. She planted her feet and bent her knees, pushing off the
ground with all her might, carrying Karina with her.
The surface of the water seemed farther now than it could
have been before. Emma squinted up at the light, kicking her legs
furiously as the water became clearer, Karina became heavier, and
the burning in her lungs became more insistent. Emma released
Karina and kicked harder, reaching out for the surface of the water with her arms.
When Emma finally reached the surface, she was too busy
gasping for air to notice that the boat and the storm had both
disappeared.
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“I can’t make it! I can’t make it!” Karina gasped beside
Emma. “I can’t make it back to shore.” As she treaded water, her
head kept bobbing beneath the waves, and she sputtered. Her lips
were blue, her face pale. Her arms shook as she fought against the
water.
“Yes, you can,” Emma said, forcing her voice to sound calm
even as panic began to race through her brain.
“Hey!”
Emma turned. Jon, another wannabe, gasped for air above
the surface of the water about fifteen feet away.
“We have to get to shore,” Emma said. “We all have to stay
calm and not waste any energy panicking. We should try to stick
together.”
“This thing says it can help us,” Jon said, motioning for
Emma and Karina to swim closer.
Emma swam behind Karina, praying the younger girl
wouldn’t disappear beneath the waves again. “What are you
talking about?” she asked as they approached him. “What thing?”
“At the bottom of the lake,” Jon said, spitting as he treaded
water. “Some kind of animal. Told me to find you and come back.”
“I’m not!” Karina reached for Emma’s arm again. “Won’t.
Can’t. Please!”
“You sure you didn’t imagine it?” Emma said.
“I swear,” said Jon.
“We have to try it or get back to shore,” Emma said. “We
can’t stay here.”
“It doesn’t look like she can make it to shore.” Jon nodded
at Karina. “Let’s go down together.”
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Karina shook her head, face contorting in fear.
“Karina, you need to calm down,” Emma said firmly. “You
need to trust us. This might be our only way out.”
Karina took a deep breath and nodded.
They huddled together and joined hands, took a deep
breath, and dove. As they approached the bottom, they saw a big
brown furry mass move on the floor of the lake.
“On my back. I’ll take you to shore,” a voice said, low
and garbled. Emma felt Karina start to pull away from her, but
she tightened her grip on Karina’s hand and swam to follow the
creature’s command, straddling it, praying they were making the
right choice.
The creature was big enough that they could all fit comfortably on its back.
“Hold on!” it said.
The wannabes wrapped their hands in the creature’s fur or
around each other’s waists and gripped the creature’s sides between their knees. The creature shot forward, moving faster than
Emma had thought a creature its size could move. She saw flashes
of color, whether plants or animals, she couldn’t tell, that she had
never seen before when swimming in the lake. When the three
thought they couldn’t hold their breath any longer, the creature
stopped and stood up, and they were out of the water. The creature lumbered forward toward the shore.
Karina sobbed into Emma’s back, her arms still locked
tight around Emma’s waist. “We’re alive,” she said. Her whole
body trembled as she gasped for air.
“How can we ever repay you?” Jon asked, sliding off the
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creature’s back and walking around to look it in the face. The other wannabes followed his lead. The creature had a long, thin nose
and no discernible ears.
“Show respect to the island and everything you find on it,”
the creature said, bowing its head, which was at least half the size
of its body. Its voice wasn’t as low-pitched now that they were out
of the water.
“The island?” Emma exclaimed. “You brought us to the
island? But it’s uninhabited. How are we supposed to get back to
camp?”
“Uninhabited,” the creature huffed, shuffling backward into
the lake. “Shows what you know. Uninhabited.”
“Please, don’t leave!” Jon said. “She didn’t mean to offend
you.”
The creature disappeared beneath the waves.
“Well, this is just great,” Jon said, turning around and
looking up at the tangle of trees that loomed so close to the shore
they cast shadows in the water. “What do we do now?”
“Stay put and wait for the search party,” Emma said.
“Are we really going to ignore the fact that an animal came
up out of the bottom of the lake, carried us to shore, and talked
to us?” Karina said, folding her arms over her chest. Her lips were
still blue, but she wasn’t shaking so hard now that they were in
the sunlight and out of the water. “I really don’t think we need to
worry about anything else before we figure out what’s going on.”
“I think Karina’s right,” Jon said. “The creature told us the
island is inhabited. Why don’t we try to find its inhabitants and
see if they can help us understand what’s going on?”
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“If we leave the shore, the search party won’t be able to find us,”
Emma said.
“Who cares about the search party?” Jon said. “I doubt
they’re even going to send one for a while, and they’re not going
to start by looking for us here. I’m with Karina.”
They had to wade awhile along the rocky shoreline before they found a good place to climb up. Once they were inside
the forest, the air suddenly became damper and cooler, the leaves
above forming a tight canopy. There wasn’t a path, but Jon forged
ahead, pushing branches and foliage aside. The others followed in
single-file line behind him. Even Emma, despite her grumpiness
at being outvoted, stared in awe at the rich variety of plants and
colors.
Something zoomed overhead – a flash of white rustling the
leaves and disappearing out of sight.
“What kind of bird do you suppose that was?” Karina
asked.
They kept walking, following Jon’s lead. Emma’s stomach
had just begun to growl with hunger when the trees suddenly
opened up, revealing a little glade. In the middle of the glade was
a long table built out of stones fitted neatly together, and on top
of the table sat a banquet of fruit organized in decadent piles.
Emma thought she would die of starvation if she didn’t
eat something that very instant. The others seemed to have the
same idea. They all rushed to the table together and took whatever fruit their hands reached first. Emma bit into a pear and let the
juice run down her chin, taking bite after bite until all that was
left was the stem. As she reached for an apple, she heard a sudden
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buzzing by her ear, and then her head jerked backward, something
yanking on her hair. She whipped around and saw a flash of white.
Then the table swarmed with flashes, and the three stumbled back
from the table together. The flashes surrounded them, growing
slower and slower until Emma could see what they were.
They looked like deer but were tiny enough they could
have stood in the palm of Emma’s hand, and their wings were
shaped like owls’ wings. They were all snow white except for the
tips of their noses and their hooves, which were black, and their
eyes, which were red. There were at least two dozen of them, but
they moved too quickly for Emma to get an accurate count.
“You ate our food,” the one that was now hovering six
inches from Emma’s face said.
“Without our permission,” another added. Their voices
were soft, not shrill, and they spoke articulately.
“We didn’t know,” Emma said. “We found it here, and we
were so hungry. There’s so much of it that we didn’t think anyone
would miss a few pieces. We’re sorry.”
“We don’t mind,” a different one said. The creatures all
began to move again, zooming around the three.
“Of course not,” another voice said. Emma had lost track
of which creature was which now. They were starting to make her
dizzy.
“We’re glad to have three new humans.”
“It’s been years since our last set died.”
“They’re good for lifting things!”
“What are you talking about?” Emma asked. “You’re going
to make us work for you just because we took a few pieces of fruit
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we found in the forest?”
“They’re fairies,” Jon said. “We’re doomed.”
“What do you mean?” Karina said. “Aren’t fairies supposed
to be nice? Like the fairy godmother?”
“This isn’t Cinderella, Karina,” Jon said. “In serious folk
lore, fairies are devious. For example, in Ireland—”
“This isn’t Ireland,” Emma said.
“Well, it might not be, but I’m pretty sure it’s not Clear
Lake anymore, either,” Jon said.
One of the fairies landed on Emma’s shoulder and poked
at her cheek. “What should we have our three new humans do
first?”
“Collect beetles!”
“Pick all the poison ivy!”
“Weave hammocks out of spiderwebs!”
“Be reasonable,” Emma said, raising her voice above the
chattering of the fairies. “If we promise not to bother you, will
you let us go? We’re lost. We nearly drowned. We just want to get
back to the mainland so we can go home.”
“That’s a funny joke.” All the fairies laughed.
“It’s not like they’re able to stop us,” Emma said quietly.
“They’re all tiny. We can just go back to the shore and flag down
the next boat we see. These things can’t make us do anything.”
“I don’t think you understand how this works, Emma,” Jon
said, his voice trembling. “I’ve read a lot about this kind of thing,
and they’ll find a way to make us do what they want.”
“Well, this isn’t a fairy tale, Jon. This is real life, however
strange it might seem right now,” Emma said. “It’s not like they’re
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able to put a magic spell on us that will make us do whatever they
want.”
“We didn’t put the spell on you, silly!”
“We put it on the food!”
“And you ate it!”
“You’re all very cute,” Emma said, “but the three of us
should probably go back to the shore now.” She turned and walked
through the swarm of fairies, brushing them aside like she was
swatting away flies. Karina followed her, but Jon hesitated. Once
he saw the others were intent on leaving, he followed them, casting cautious glances at the fairies.
“Don’t worry, don’t worry,” a voice echoed behind them.
“Our three new humans will come back.”
“They can’t go far.”
“You’ll see.”
“Jon, where did the path you made go?” Karina asked as
they approached the edge of the glade.
“I didn’t make a path,” Jon said. “We’re just going to have
to find our way back through the forest. As long as we stay relatively straight, we’ll hit the shore in no time. The island’s not that
big.”
“The trees just seem so much closer together than before,”
Emma said. “Are you sure this is the right way?”
“Of course,” Jon said. “Just follow me.” He stepped in
between two trees. He had to rotate his hips to fit. The next trees
were even closer together, and they had to walk around those.
Then there was a group of a dozen trees that had practically
grown right on top of one another, forming a wall.
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“This is not the way we came from,” Karina said. “I
would’ve remembered that.”
A moaning, creaking sound rumbled through the forest.
The world seemed to tilt, and Emma thought she was dizzy because she was still so hungry. She leaned against a tree trunk, and
it slipped away from her. She tottered and almost fell over. The
others seemed just as unstable.
“Look,” Jon said, pointing back in the direction they had
come from. The trees had all moved out of the way, providing a
wide path back into the glade. “Now are you ready to listen to me
when I tell you I know a thing or two about fairies?” he asked.
“I suppose there’s nothing to do except go back,” Karina
said.
“I’m not going to let myself be enslaved to a bunch of fairies,” Emma said, crossing her arms over her chest. “How can they
be defeated, Jon?”
“I don’t know,” Jon said. “I don’t know if we would be released from the curse even if we killed them.”
“Curse?” Emma said.
Jon nodded.
“Besides, we don’t have any way to kill them,” Karina said.
“Could we trick them? They seem childish. Maybe we could make
them all fly into some kind of trap.”
“They seem too smart to fall for a thing like that,” Emma
said. “Maybe if we do something nice for them to repay them for
the fruit, they’ll decide to let us go.”
“I don’t think so,” Jon said. “They seem pretty excited
about the idea of having three new humans. I don’t think they’ll
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let us go that easily. I think we just have to go back there and accept our fate. They seem manipulative and rude now, but my guess
is they’ll calm down after the novelty of having humans wears
off. They’ll give us normal jobs to do, and we’ll adjust to our new
lives here. We won’t be able to survive if we try to hide from
them, because they have control over all our resources.”
“Is that really your expert opinion?” Emma said. “Just give
up and become slaves?”
“Until we come up with a better plan, yes,” Jon said. “Maybe once we’ve been living with the fairies for a while, we’ll gain
their trust and be able to break away from them, but I think we
have to just accept this now. Let’s go back.” He started down the
wide path the trees had cleared for him. Emma and Karina followed slowly behind. When they walked back into the glade, the
fairies swarmed them again.
“Our humans are back!”
“We knew they wouldn’t be gone for long!”
“How should we punish them for running away?”
One of the fairies landed on Emma’s shoulder. “We could
tie them up and throw them in the lake!” the fairy screamed into
her ear. Emma cringed.
“Make them dig a pit and push them into it!”
“Hang them upside down by their toenails!”
“Please!” Jon said, holding up his hands. “We have come
back to work alongside you. We are sorry we took your fruit without your permission, and we’re sorry we tried to run away. We
didn’t mean any harm, and we really didn’t mean to get off on the
wrong foot with you. Can you tell us what we can do to actually
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help you?”
The fairies zoomed away to the other side of the glade and
huddled together in a mass of white. The three could hear their
voices but couldn’t make out what they were saying. The fairies
returned.
“You must replace the fruit you took,” one of the fairies
said.
“And then you’ll let us go back to the mainland?” Emma
asked.
“You tell such funny jokes, human!”
“Where do we find more fruit?” Karina asked.
“In the trees!”
“On the ground!”
“And don’t eat any more of it!”
Emma started to say, “We have to eat something, or—”
“We’ll get more fruit for you,” Jon said. He leaned in toward Emma. “Stop trying to argue with them. You’re just going
to make it worse.” He turned and led Emma and Karina into the
forest. This time, the trees didn’t try to block their way until they
got within sight of the shore. When they at last returned to the
glade with their arms full of fruit, the fairies cheered.
“So good to have three new humans!”
One Year Later
The raft bobbed lazily in the waves as the three struggled
to propel it forward.
“Can you believe it’s actually been a year since we arrived
on the island?” Karina asked, looking back. The island seemed so
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small from where they were as they neared the campground on
the other side of the lake.
“Anything could have happened since then,” Emma said.
“There could be a new war going on, or they could have discovered life on Mars, or, or anything!”
“It’s funny, but none of that really seems to matter to me
anymore,” Jon said. “I mean, theoretically I feel bad if there are
people dying in a war somewhere, but it just seems so irrelevant.
I used to be so curious, but the life we’ve built on the island seems
to be the only thing that really matters.”
“I know what you mean,” Emma said. “I’m grateful the
fairies decided to let us go back to the camp for the day to celebrate, but I would almost rather have celebrated our anniversary
with them.”
The raft drifted in past the end of the dock. There was a
group of teenagers huddled at the other end of the dock, all dripping wet and shivering.
“I can’t believe they still make them do that after what
happened to us,” Karina said.
“It’s a good test, in theory,” Emma said. “It requires a lot
more than just swimming ability to pass it.”
They slipped off the edge of the raft and walked it up to
the shore.
The group of new lifeguards didn’t notice the three old
ones as they pulled their raft on shore and propped it up behind
the boathouse to dry. Emma knew they wouldn’t, because of the
spell the fairies put on them before they left, but something in her
longed to be seen.
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“Let’s go check out that new lighthouse,” Jon said.
The three walked, arms linked together, across the field
toward the hill on the opposite side. As they had been rafting
across the lake, they noticed a lighthouse that now rose above the
shoreline near the edge of the camp’s property. They dropped
arms when they reached the top of the hill and each wandered off
to examine the lighthouse.
It was a big, clumsy-looking hexagon made of wood
planks, and its walls were at least forty feet high. On three of the
faces, there were chunky, colorful plastic rocks screwed into the
wall to make a climbing wall.
Emma reached out and touched the wall. Her fingers
weren’t wet, but they left a dark mark on the wood. She stared at
it, puzzled, as it began to grow. Emma had to back up to see the
full picture the mark was creating. “Jon, it’s you!”
The others gathered around, looking up at the portrait of
Jon that was now on the wall. His name appeared last, at the very
top.
Emma ran back up to the tower and touched each of the
other walls. The marks her fingers left on all the walls began to
grow, curling and spreading until she and Karina appeared on the
other two walls.
“What does it mean?” Jon asked, walking back and forth to
see all the portraits.
“I think it’s a memorial,” Emma said.
“It’s strange to be memorialized like we’re dead when
we’ve been living less than a mile away this whole time,” Karina
said. She shuddered.
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Emma looked down at the ground and saw a packet of
papers blow past her feet. She stomped on it to keep it from blowing away and picked it up. “Belayer Training Manual 2019” was
printed on the front.
Emma blinked several times, but the writing on the paper
didn’t change.
“What’s that?” Karina said, leaning over Emma’s shoulder.
She drew in a sharp breath.
“Has it really been thirty-six years?” Emma asked, looking
between Karina and Jon.
Jon took a long, shaky breath. “It can’t have been,” he said.
“There must be some mistake.”
“The fairies told us it had only been a year!” Karina said,
her voice thick with tears. She slumped down on a bench. “My
baby sister is forty-two years old. I’m never going to get to see
her grow up.”
Emma paced back and forth. “I’m sure this isn’t what it
seems like,” she said. “There has to be some kind of logical explanation.”
“Are you still looking for logic after all we’ve been
through?” Jon said. “We live with a tribe of fairies. There’s no
point in mourning the past. We shouldn’t have even come here.”
“Maybe that’s why the fairies let us go,” Karina said, “so
we would stop thinking about leaving. And see, I thought it was
because we had earned their trust and they wanted to do something nice for us.” She buried her face in her hands.
“We should have known better,” Jon said, sitting down
beside Karina. “But what are we going to do now?”
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Karina looked away. “I don’t want to go back,” she said,
“not after finding out they’ve lied to us again.”
“We have to go back,” Emma said. “You don’t really think
we’re outside their power just because we left the island? They
still have control over us, and they won’t be happy if we don’t
come back like we promised we would.”
“There’s only one way to find out,” Jon said. He crossed his
arms over his chest.
Emma sighed and sat down beside him on the bench.
June 6, 2019
I slip the hood of my sweatshirt over my head and pull the
strings tight as I reach the climbing tower. I look over my shoulder quickly and am relieved to see that no one has followed me. I
look down at my watch. Technically, lights out was half an hour
ago, but I tell myself that those rules were meant for the parttime staff who have come to try out to work for the summer, and
not for me.
I sit down on one of the benches and look up at the three
climbing walls, illuminated by the full moon. It’s been almost a
year since Jason told us the story of the three missing lifeguards,
but for some reason, it hasn’t left my mind. I half expect to see
water marks climb up the wall, but I can’t say I’m surprised when
they don’t.
I look down at my watch and see it is now almost midnight. I know I should go back and try to get some sleep — there
are only six hours before I have to be back in the kitchen, ready to
feed the next
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generation of camp staff — and I start to get up.
“It’s midnight,” a quiet voice says beside me. “We broke
our promise. Do you think they’re coming?”
I look back and see a flash of white.
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Lumos
Kiley Meeder,
English Teaching
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North Wind
Michael Nafe,
Business Adm/General
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NON-FICTION
FIRST PLACE
JUDGE’S NOTES:
Did I imagine I’d dig a piece about pointe shoes?
No. This is why I’ve chosen “A Pair of Slippers.”
The work somehow manages to weave the personal,
historical and informational bits fluidly and made it
interesting! Even better was how the contrast was
made between beating the shoes and the (physical/
mental) beating the dancer endures. It all worked
incredibly well.

A Pair of Slippers
BY Hannah Ross, Writing and Rhetoric
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The feet of dancers
Shine with mirth,
Their hearts are vibrant as bells:
The air flows by them
Divided like water
Cut by a gleaming ship.
Triumphantly their bodies sing,
Their eyes are blind
With music.
They move through threatening ghosts
Feeling them cool as mist
On their brows.
They who dance
Find infinite golden floors
Beneath their feet.
-Marjorie Allen Seiffert
My mom opens the bright red door to Mark’s Dancewear,
and I trot down the stairs with anticipation. This is it. This is
the day I graduate from abecedary dance. This is the day I get
my first pair of pointe shoes. I walk to the familiar back corner,
thrilled that I’m going to be the one sitting down on the bench in
front of the mirror, not watching the other girls from behind the
rack of leotards. I think back to dance class and how I watched
the older girls slip into their soft satin shoes. They snapped elastic
straps on their feet before wrapping the ribbons around their
ankles, crisscrossing them twice and tying them in neat, sturdy
slipknots.
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The knots had to be sturdy, because if a dancer’s ribbons
unraveled during class, everyone owed the teacher twenty pushups. Our teacher demanded perfection, and we strove to meet
her demands. Before every class, we relevéd one hundred and two
times to warm up our legs, then we followed a series of exercises
to help soften the box of the shoe.
The leather shank of the shoe becomes malleable from
the heat and sweat of the dancer and molds to the dancer’s foot,
supporting her as she spins across the floor.
Pointe shoes didn’t start supporting dancers until almost
200 years after ballet’s invention. In 1795, Charles Didelot constructed the first pair of pointe shoes using a combination of
wires, nails, and fabric to make his “flying machine.” These shoes
gave dancers an ethereal quality and they caught on quickly, and
soon after choreographers began to include pointe work in their
dances. By the late 19th century, new skills and techniques had
been developed for pointe, and dancing en pointe grew in popularity.
But dancers wanted shoes without the wires.
Marie Taglioni, the dancer credited with first dancing on
pointe, modified her satin slippers by attaching a leather sole and
darning the sides and toes to help the shoes hold their shape. Today, the box in the toe of the shoe is made of densely packed layers of fabric, cardboard, and paper hardened by glue; the shank,
or sole of the shoe, is leather that varies in thickness, depending
on the dancer’s feet.
Turnshoe is the method used to manufacture pointe shoes.
Each shoe is constructed inside-out on a wooden foot, and then
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turned right-side-out before adding the glue to stiffen the shoe.
Both the left and the right shoes are made the same, resulting in
identical left and right shoes in a pair. When a dancer first wears a
new pair, she marks the inside to indicate which shoe is for which
foot so the leather of the sole can mold to her individual arches.
A dancer’s pointe shoes are more than just delicate satin
slippers; they are an extension of herself. Such a vital part of a
dancer’s livelihood needs precision and perfection by an expert
craftsman. Each dancer has one person who makes all their shoes
by hand to a dancer’s individual specifications: width of the shank,
shape of the vamp, strength of the the shank, size of the box,
length of the sole. Most dancers only know their shoemaker by a
letter or a number impressed on the sole, but they trust this letter
absolutely every time they put on a pair of pointe shoes.
The average dancer uses between one hundred and one
hundred twenty pairs of pointe shoes in a dance season. At $80 a
pair, dance companies spend around $100,000 on shoes per year.
When a dancer obtains a new pair of pointe shoes, she also receives a long silk ribbon and a strip of thick elastic. She snips the
ribbon in half and melts the cut edges to keep them from unraveling. Then she fits one half of the ribbon into the center of the
shoe, exactly where the highest point of her arch is, pressing it
into the corners and sewing it in place with un-waxed dental floss
after making sure the ribbon is even. Once the ribbon is fashioned
securely in place, the dancer puts on the shoe and fastens one end
of the elastic to the back corner, then stretches the other end
across her ankle, pulling until she can only slip two fingers underneath the strap. After sewing the elastic and trimming the excess,
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the shoes are ready to be used.
Each shoe must be broken-in before the dancer can wear
them, otherwise she won’t be able to perform all the moves correctly, and the stiffness of the shoe will damage her foot. Most
people start by breaking the shank. They bend it forward and
backward, crunching the delicate shape of the shoe. Then they
move to the box. There are several ways to break in the box.
My dance teacher suggests slamming a door on it several times, while some of my classmates have microwaved theirs.
Smashing it with a hammer is also effective. Once the shoe is
soft, it can form to the dancer’s foot. Then, in two days, the dancer begins the process again. By the end of a dance class, pointe
shoes are soaked with sweat and spotted with blood. They’ve been
squashed, hit, and bent in all directions. They’ve listened to the
same thirty seconds of the same song because the dancers can’t
get the angles of their arms quite right. And after class, they are
needed to help their dancer fly.
The shoes aren’t the only thing exhausted after dance.
Most practices last over two hours. Two hours of jumping and
leaping, two hours of pliés and jetés, two hours of holding my leg
at a one hundred thirty-five-degree angle until it quivers with
fatigue. I always measure a successful night at dance by how long
it takes me to press on the gas pedal in my car without my leg
giving out. Most nights, I feel like my legs might fall off, or I’m
unable to sit up in the morning. However, each day, I return to
dance a little stronger than before.
Ballet is also mentally taxing. Dance ruined the song
Comptine d’un autre été for me. On days that we practiced our dance
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for recital, we spent forty-five minutes on a 16-count section. We
listened to the same song for five months, perfecting every move
until my class flowed like a single organism. After five months, I
never wanted to hear the song or perform the dance again. But
those five months gave me an intimacy with the melody, and when
I slipped silently on stage, I wasn’t dancing ballet moves my
teacher had choreographed; I was expressing the music with my
body. No other moves seemed to fit the notes as well as the ones
we knew. The five months of ceaseless repetition produced five
minutes of graceful perfection.
Grace requires flexibility. Inflexible dancers are viewed
as the elephants of the group, clumsy and out of place. They are
ostracized by the other dancers because they don’t look as graceful. I wasn’t as flexible as most of the other girls in my class. I
couldn’t lift my leg as high or leap quite as long. For a long time,
I felt like the outcast of the class. Struggling through that is not
something I want to experience again, but it did motivate me to
stretch more and appreciate the parts of dance that I was good at,
like keeping time with the music and picking up new moves quickly.
The exclusivity of my classmates also taught me gentleness and acceptance. I started befriending the younger dancers
who the other girls ignored. And while the older girls talked to
each other about school, I practiced the combinations and walked
through them with the teacher until I had them down perfectly.
My bare feet tap rapidly on the wood floor next to my
sneakers as I wait for Mark to bring a few pairs of shoes from the
back room. I try on a pair of Grishkos, but the box is too narrow.
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Then I try on one Bloch and one Freed; the Bloch fits better
around my toes, but the heel is too loose. Mark retrieves a smaller
size, and I rise en pointe, evaluating how they hug my foot and how
I balance on the box. These are the ones, the shoes that represent
five years of hard work and dedication. Mark holds one in each
hand, the shining satin catching the light.
Then he bends the shank in half.
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A Calm Calling
BY Alyson Eversman, Biology/Eco. Science
I stood in a lake of purple. Petite, six-inched prairie phlox
swam all around me, swaying in the gentle breeze that cooled my
sweating forehead. Suddenly, the breeze provided something more
than comfort – peace. I felt the presence of God beside me, calling
me to become a part of the wildflowers, calling me to a life within
His creation.
The location of the purple lake was hidden from any road.
A ten-acre plot of land surrounded by cornfields. The reason for
my presence? My current internship. I had been instructed to pick
the prairie phlox seeds I was wading through and had been doing
so since 8:30 a.m. — a typical intern’s job.
The phlox had delicate, string-sized stems; the flowers
were like handfuls of helium balloons, petals soft as cotton to the
touch. Their pointed leaves provided no balance as they swayed in
the gentle summer breeze. I bent to grasp each group of yellow
seeds, each the size of a BB. Once my back was too sore to continue, I sat on the five-gallon bucket I was using to collect the seeds.
Bend for a little, sit for a while, repeat. Maybe insert a back
stretch in there too. My 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. workdays demanded
this routine for three weeks that summer.
I wish I could say I knew a lot about the wildflowers, trees,
or grasses around me, but I honestly didn’t. I referred to the prairie phlox as the “purple flower” until I remembered its name. Even
now, with two years of interning under my belt, I can maybe
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name or point out half of the other plants growing on those
acres.
That summer, though, I grew to love picking the seeds
alone, in a place where I could think: where a summer breeze and
a pheasant’s kork-kok call were the only sounds calling me (or so
I thought, but I’ll get to that soon enough). I had a lot to think
about out there, that’s for sure. Mostly reflections on my freshman
year of college.
It could’ve gone better.
I became a victim of an emotionally abusive relationship.
My grades slipped, GPA went down next, and I lost some scholarship money as an outcome. Not to mention that I didn’t want to
continue down the academic road I was on currently: becoming a
veterinarian. How could I tell my parents that, though, without a
back-up plan? Especially when they beamed with pride whenever
they told their friends what their daughter was majoring in.
I felt lost, with nowhere to go. Almost like how I must
have looked out there in the purple phlox lake, standing there in
that prairie with wandering eyes and thoughts.
But the mornings here filled me with awe. The sun radiating the perfect amount of heat. The dew providing me an
unwanted bath. The mosquitoes still asleep while the prairie birds
sang their songs. A pheasant’s occasional squawk, hoping to find a
mate. No breeze yet, not that early, and I felt like I could hear for
miles, calm and partially isolated from the world.
My bucket was full — time for a water break. It took me
an hour to fill each bucket. Then I would head to the truck, dump
the seeds in a paper bag so they could dry properly, and take a
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five-minute break. It was a good system until the mosquitoes became unbearable in the quiet shade. When my bug bite tolerance
dropped, I’d stand in the breeze more, or out in the summer sun.
But on the day I felt God in the purple lake, the mosquitoes hadn’t reached their peak yet, which was good. The wildflowers, from my position near the truck, were gorgeous. The mass of
blended purple and pink blooms dominated my vision, highlighted
with dabs of white, yellow, and orange; all competing to be seen,
all creating a vivid rainbow.
The land was paper-flat, somewhat higher in level
than most of the surrounding area. The ground allowed only
drought-tolerant plants to live there. But if it rained, the acres
remained moist for days, like an aggressive sponge. And the phlox
was like a flower forest; they grew so close together, in fact, that a
strong breeze sometimes tangled them. The type of environment
where you’d think you’d find a sleepy fawn at every turn.
The view made me think: What if ?
What if I changed to a major that related to the environment? What if I landed a career in this field? What if I had a job
like my internship for the rest of my life? Would I like it?
I sighed, the thoughts still present as I waded in the purple tide to obtain another harvest. I hated making life decisions,
especially as I was only a sophomore in college and such decisions
seemed to be the responsibility of graduating seniors. I wished
someone would just tell me what to do, let me know where I’d
succeed.
I started picking.
And thinking — sometimes a dangerous combination.
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My thoughts changed direction to one of my first humorous moments on the job. My co-worker, Jesse, and I were parked
on the side of the road, waiting for two others to join us. At that
time, I was still overwhelmed with the number of native plants
I needed to learn for the internship: prairie phlox, milkweed (all
three different species found in this county), sage, porcupine grass,
wild garlic, golden alexander, stiff goldenrod, bed-grass, cream
and white indigo, big and little blue stem, side oats, black-eyed
susan, oxeye, sedge, and bergamot — to name only a few.
So, I thought, what better way to practice than to identify
the wildflowers in the ditch?
The car’s window stopped me from peering too far,
though. I thunked against the pane, and, embarrassed, looked at
Jesse. Then we laughed for a solid five minutes.
Cause who hits their head on a stationary car’s window?
Me, that’s who.
In the phlox field, recalling that moment, I laughed again.
The tseew of field sparrows trilled along with me, a dickcissel
added a few klip-klips. And I stood upright, giggles dying down.
“What are other positives to this job?” I asked myself.
A pheasant crowed in return.
Wildlife, I noted as I began picking again. Learning the
names of native plants, taking water samples, planting trees, being outside: all positives. I was on a roll.
What about the negatives?
On cue, a mosquito found my arm and dug in. I ended its
short life with a quick slap. There were the obvious downfalls,
such as the heat, patience with paperwork, and monthly meetings.
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But they didn’t outweigh the pros.
“I’m just saving the world, one day at a time,” I said, rehearsing the motto my coworkers and I had created.
And I believed that, too.
I stood up to take in the view again: the porcupine grass,
butterfly and common milkweed, in addition to the purple prairie
phloxes. Sweet clover, which is invasive in Minnesota, to my left,
and a cream indigo plant at my feet. I was proud I could identify
at least some of the native vegetation.
“I love it out here!” I told the one field sparrow who was
carefully watching my every move — ready to sound an alarm at
a moment’s notice. I also really love this internship, I thought,
smiling. Another pheasant called in the distance.
Suddenly, my body began to feel new, a different phenomenon.
Peace. I felt peace hidden in the field’s calm. Was this
God’s presence? A breeze cooled me. My heart rate slowed. The
mosquitoes quit biting. The sun provided a different kind of light.
It had to be God.
I thought of doing this job forever, and I liked that
thought. God was showing me where I finally belonged! Excited
tingles like a mass of flying butterflies swarmed my heart and the
rest of my body at the thought of other purple summers at peace
in God’s creation.
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Piglet
BY Alexis Karsjens, Literature
The crick crack of knee caps fills the quiet room like
crickets — the sound outside my bedroom window on warm July
evenings. The echo takes up any space it inhabits. The wrinkles
around his eyes branch out like tributaries. I wonder where they’ll
lead next. I look and see that dirt fills the beds of his fingernails,
from the adolescent fields he plows in April.
He has always been a tired man. The gray that my brother
and I planted in his temples grows slightly each year. He’s a small
thin man; a bean stock that has drowned in the July showers of
bank loans and withered of thirst.
The first time I saw him, I’ve been told, was at a hospital.
I imagine how he looked, speedily walking (as running was
not permitted) through white-walled hospital wings, weaving in
and out of busy nurses with thick medical charts in their hands. I
wonder if he glanced at the large mural of jungle animals in the
children’s section — the yellow and orange giraffe that eats from
a paint-chipped tree. I wonder if he thought first if I would wear
a blue hat or a pink hat. Little did he know that I would actually
wear a yellow one. Did he know that he would find me sleeping
behind Plexiglas with wires clinging to my chest? I wonder if he
knew he would hold me before my mother would. Did he know
I would be at-risk because of my heart? I imagine his brown
dress shoes skidding across the waxed floor and wonder what he
thought when he first saw my full head of black hair.
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But most of all, I imagine he was himself.
In my mind, he saunters into the room, legs curved like
bows strung with stable string. He waddles as a penguin that’s
ready to cover his egg and keep it warm.
I imagine that he was not exceptionally clean that day,
even at the request of the nurses. I wonder if he knew this baby
he would hold in his hands that day would years later not let him
hug her unless he had taken a bath. “No,” I’ve said more than once,
“You stink.” And I’d wrinkle my nose and chuckle. He’d hug me
anyway. He always did. He’d kiss me on the cheek, too, his short
mustache scratching my skin.
When the nurse gives me to him, on that first meeting, I
learn he has had practice. The nurse whispers lowly if he would
like to hold me while my mother sleeps for the second day in a
row. He nods, I imagine, and the nurse begins to explain how to
properly hold a newborn.
“Oh, I know how,” he says, far too loudly, and with a deep
smile.
I imagine his palms are sweaty, despite his confidence. And I
imagine he catches himself midway and says again, this time more
quietly, “Oh, I know how to hold a baby. I’ve done this many times
with piglets. There can’t be much of a difference.”
I imagine the nurse pauses, me in her arms still, and she
looks back at him, confused how holding a piglet and holding a
baby could ever be considered remotely the same thing. He suppresses one of what we call his “three-note” laughs—a puffed
“huh, huh, huh” at a staccato tenor pitch. And the nurse leaves us
alone for a moment to pinch the bag hanging from my mother’s
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IV drip.
She says congratulations to the new thirty-nine-year-old
father of an unhealthy baby girl with overlapping toes.
I know he touches my eyebrows gently. He traces them
carefully, feeling each and every small hair knit in my mother’s
womb. His thumb slowly drifts to my temple. He breaks a wobbly
smile.
He has fallen in love.
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Life with Christ
Kristin Lassen
Exercise Science
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The Ring on my Finger
BY Emily Wikner, Spanish
If I wave my hands up and down, I notice my left hand,
ornamented by a ring on the fourth finger, feels ever so slightly
heavier than my right hand. I’ve worn this ring for so long, it
seems to have assimilated into the anatomy of my natural dorsal
appendage. How can a silver band with a simple orange stone feel
at home among my sparse freckles, wispy knuckle hairs, and bitten
fingernails? Furthermore, how can I be at home inside its embrace? It is a foreign object on the organic tissues of this female
homo sapiens, yet it is as familiar to me as my hands themselves.
As a scholar of languages and foreign cultures, immigrants have always fascinated me, including the one on my finger.
It’s amazing to discover the influence immigrants have in foreign
lands. Without my own immigrant, this ring, my hand shows the
clear impact of loss. About a centimeter, perhaps less, from the
base of my left ring finger a cleft encircles that digit. The band
has smoothed the tiny fingerprint beneath its arc, clearly signaling something is different about this finger, even without the
presence of the ring.
The most traditional ring-wearing is connected to weddings and engagements, yet many people wear rings that have
no romantic significance. I’ve met people who carry rings passed
down to them by mothers and great-great-grandmothers: signs
of timeless generational connections. My friend Clare wears a
ring to remind herself of her strength and beauty and to
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celebrate overcoming an eating disorder. Another friend, Amara,
wears a fidgeting ring which helps her calm down during bouts
of ADHD and anxiety.
And me? I wear my ring to remind me of my story and
the love and freedom I have because of it.
As a student at a private Christian college, I know many
young women who wear purity rings as reminders to love their
future husbands by remaining sexually and emotionally pure.
Because I wear my ring on my left-hand, most people assume
my ring belongs to the above category. They’re not wrong, but
they’re not exactly right either. My ring originated as a type of
purity ring but over the years it has transformed into something
new.
I have worn the ring on my hand nearly every day for
three years, and frankly, I’m surprised it has not completely fused
with the dermis of my skin. It is neither plain nor ornate; simply
elegant does just fine for me. A 6.5 size band of sterling silver
and a square honey-colored citrine stone, only three millimeters
by three millimeters in size. The November birthstone clashes
horribly with my June sixth birthday, but in the right sunlight
the November stone radiates a warm, welcoming glow. If I look
at the citrine from the little window on the inside of the band, I
notice the honey color has faded from being in such close contact
with my skin. Closer examination of the tiny gem reveals specks
of dirt resembling ancient insects perfectly preserved in a drop of
amber, most likely there due to a lack of cleaning. On the shiny,
mirror-like inside of the band opposite the citrine lays a cryptic
engraving etched in Times New Roman font: “Just Follow
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Me,” while microscopic canyon-scratches adorn the outside band
because of exposure to the outside world. It’s an odd little ring
to say the least. For something so small, so simple, this foreign
object has brought me both great pain and great joy.
When my parents gave me my purity ring, I squirmed.
They wanted to have a little ceremony to celebrate my decision
to remain celibate until marriage. I wanted nothing of the sort.
It seemed…wrong. Wrong. Wrong. Wrong. I wanted the ring on
my finger. I deeply desired a physical symbol of my commitment
to wait for my future husband, no matter how long it took him to
find me. But I didn’t want my parents to give it to me.
My primary reason for dreading my parents presenting
me my ring was because they had no idea the significance my ring
carried. From my own experience with my ring and from many
conversations with other young women, I’ve quickly discovered a
ring is not merely a piece of metal and gem, but a deep symbol. A
stone is not a stone. A stone can easily represent the birth month
of one’s beloved or a character trait or a blessing. An engraving
can preserve a witty saying or a precious memory between two
people. Sometimes, the previous owner of the ring — a grandmother, perhaps — gives the ring significance. A ring’s true value
lies in its meaning, not its monetary value. I would much rather
have a twenty-dollar ring with deep meaning than a twenty-thousand-dollar ring which means absolutely nothing to me.
Four months before I put my ring on my finger, I told
my parents that at age twelve I had a supernatural experience in
which the identity of my future husband was revealed, a boy in
my class named Jonathan. After I told them, we made an
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unspoken agreement to never speak of the matter again. I seriously doubted they knew the citrine in my ring represented
November, the month the supernatural experience happened. I
knew for sure they did not know the “Just Follow Me” engraving
came from a direct quote the Holy Spirit whisper-shouted in my
heart on the last day I saw Jonathan before he moved to a different
town. After Jonathan left, living life without him was agonizing. I
had no certainty of what would happen in my love life, but I knew
I needed to sit tight and wait. A ring could be a gentle reminder
to continue persevering: a reminder that I was taken, that God
specifically called me to a task.
My parents had no idea my ring represented my waiting
for Jonathan and following wherever Jesus led in the middle of
that waiting.Perhaps they had an inkling that I took the phrase
“waiting for my future husband” a little more literally than most
sixteen-year-olds, but if they did, they never brought it up. Parenting a daughter who sincerely believed she knew the name of
their future son-in-law was a completely new and foreign concept
to them, and instead of diving into the unknown of the “Jonathan
Situation” with me, they allowed me to navigate the unfamiliar
territory as I saw fit. They left my uncertainty alone and also
abdicated their right to raise me through this unusual situation.
I was the one who put the ring on my finger. Not my
parents. Not Jonathan. Not God. Me. I was the one making the
commitment to wait and stay in this foreign land. Therefore, the
only appropriate person to slide the ring on my finger was myself.
When people immerse themselves into a foreign culture, it
normally takes them several months, if not years, to fully adjust.
At first, a honeymoon phase of the sheer excitement of
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living an exotic life occurs. However, the creeping reality of language-learning and culture shock seep in, revealing that adapting
to a new, beautiful culture takes work: often painful work.
Adjusting to a new ring is no different.
Back then, my left hand was not accustomed to hosting a
ring. The early days of wearing a ring normally consist of trying to slip it off, only to be horrorstruck if it’s stuck on a swollen
finger and then desperately using any type of detergent to
remove it. After much pushing and pulling, the ring slips off, with
a relieved sigh; at about the same time, the desire to place the ring
back on the finger returns. This ritual continues and eventually,
with time, slipping the ring on is smoother than sliding down a
slip-n-slide doused in baby oil. My own ring finger adjusted to the
pull of the ring within a few weeks.
My heart, however, took longer to accept this symbol of
my waiting for Jonathan.
By the time I received my ring, I had celebrated three-plus
years of knowing Jonathan would be my husband. Since the first
day of the “Jonathan Situation,” when I heard a voice in the middle of the night tell me I would marry him, I surrendered. In my
early youth group days, my youth pastor ever so wisely told me,
“If God is telling you to do something, you had better darn well
do it.” To the best of my twelve-year-old interpreting abilities
I discerned that God was calling me to wait on Jonathan as my
future husband. I didn’t know what else to do but obey. I stepped
willingly into the waiting, completely naïve about the gravity of
the situation, but ready to embrace any unfamiliarity in which I
felt God.
Though I lived through the “Jonathan Situation” in hiding,
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the culture of that situation permeated my everyday living. I created words specifically to describe phenomena common to people
who prematurely know the name of their future spouse. I adopted
traditions of writing love letters on every anniversary and sneaking out to the backyard to have midnight prayer sessions. I ate
special foods, primarily root beer floats, for every holiday related
to the “Jonathan Situation.” If anything, I had a dual citizenship
during this time. One declared me a natural born citizen of an
ordinary Christian family living in Cedar Falls, Iowa. The other
showed my immigrant status as a girl adjusting to the aftershock
of a supernatural experience. Though I loved the country of my
birth, I identified myself with the land into which I had immigrated.
But when I put the ring on my finger, everything changed.
Mentally, I felt perfectly comfortable waiting for Jonathan. Waiting for him was my home, a new culture I gladly embraced, but
having a ring as physical representation of my immigration—like
a passport—proved a burden I had no experience carrying. Some
how, putting a ring on my finger amplified my promise to wait for
Jonathan tenfold. Waiting was not just a country I visited in my
mind and journal entries; it was now a physical part of my everyday life. I could not simply ignore it and walk away. When I slid
the ring on my finger, I gladly took up the burden of waiting for
Jonathan without knowing how much grief I was about to experience.
~
The Spanish language demonstrates the burdensome tendencies of rings well. The noun “esposa” means “wife” while
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verb “esposar” means “to handcuff.” A measly little r is the only
thing that separates a beautiful commitment to a husband from a
prison. Through this perspective, when a bride slides a ring onto
her groom’s finger, she essentially shackles him. The groom cannot stray from her.
When I forcefully drove the ring down my finger for the
first time, I knew I was metaphorically handcuffing myself to
Jonathan. I knew I had sent my heart after him and there was no
turning back. I waited for him for three years without a ring, but
when I slid the ring on my finger, I knew my only option in life
was marrying Jonathan. No matter where my emotions took me, I
would always be there, a faithful prisoner, waiting for God to lead
Jonathan to me.
I lasted for two months, give or take, before my loyalty
cracked and I deliberately removed my ring for the first time. I
am unsure of what prompted this sudden need to deviate from
the grandiose promise I had made, but I know I removed it to
make a statement: I was no longer on board with the “Jonathan
Situation.” I wanted to revoke my immigrant status and return
to my homeland. Fortunately, my loyalty is much more durable
than sterling silver and citrines, and it pulled me back into the
lovely but haunting land of uncertainty. This situation repeated
itself several times throughout the first year of wearing my ring,
but always ended with my ring on my finger. Then, everything
changed when I took my ring off for the last time.
During the spring break of my senior year of high school,
I had a major emotional breakdown over the “Jonathan Situation.”
Waiting for someone I was sure would never come had completely
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drained me. The newness and shininess of waiting for Jonathan
faded along with the glimmer of my ring. I didn’t want to marry
Jonathan anymore. The weight of uncertainty grew tiresome and
my simplest desire was for the whole situation to end.
Wanting to leave the situation brought guilt. After all,
waiting for Jonathan had been my entire spiritual life. Wanting to
leave and start anew was blasphemy. Wanting to leave was directly going against what God wanted for my life. Leaving was
abandoning a country I dearly loved, even though in that country
I hurt. Leaving was everything I wanted to do and didn’t want to
do at the same time. I had no idea how to vocalize my pain, so I
did what I knew how to do: took off my ring. It was a symbol of
me being faithful to God and waiting for Jonathan anyway. Taking
it off was the best way for me to communicate to myself and to
God that I no longer wanted to marry Jonathan.
When I did it, I looked in the bathroom mirror with wide,
terrified eyes and glanced down at the silver band and citrine, the
immigrant thing I had grown to love and fear. Did I really want
to leave without God’s approval?
Yes!
No!
I didn’t honestly know… but …
Yes. Yes, I did. I did know.
I wanted nothing more to do with it. I was done with the
pain of waiting. And with that, I slipped the burden off my finger
and officially declared war on my loyalty to my beloved foreign
country.
My loyal nature, however, put up quite the fight.
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Apparently, carrying the guilt of removing my ring was a
greater weight to bear than the constant pressure to remain loyal
to the “Jonathan Situation.” Within twenty-four hours, the ring
returned to my finger, but not without a drastic reshaping.
The day after I took my ring off, I had an epiphany on the
beach while my loyalty and my desire to leave fought over me in
an epic, inner tug-of-war that threatened to rip me apart. During
my morning quiet time, I sat in a lumpy armchair and began journaling about how I felt about my ring, trying to process my guilt
over leaving and my hurt over staying. Eventually, my mind meandered back to a wedding I had attended barely a month earlier.
It was my first wedding since the last time I saw Jonathan,
and my bitter heart desperately needed the reminder of a good
love story. As I mentally replayed the order of the ceremony,
drinking in the details of lace dresses, winter bouquets, and dear
friends crooning out love ballads, I stopped at the exchange of
rings. Both the bride and groom giggled and grinned as they slid
rings onto one another’s fingers, their faces radiating clear joy.
They loved each other deeply and gave one another rings as symbols of their love.
Hold up, I thought. Replay that scene.
They gave one another rings as symbols of their love.
The rings on their fingers were not reminders of their
love and faithfulness for their spouse, but rather their spouse’s
love for them. It wouldn’t be fitting for the bride to remove her
ring because she cannot remove her groom’s love for her. Only he
can remove the ring—his love—from her finger.
Suddenly, I understood. I made my ring carry the wrong
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meaning the entire time I had been wearing it. How could I have
not seen it before?
From the early days after Jonathan left, I recognized God
romancing me in my everyday life, leaving bits of Himself for
me to find in snowflakes and starshine and running shoes; doing
so many things to communicate His love for me even while I
plugged up my ears. When I wanted to run away and even when
I did run away, His love faithfully held my hand through it all.
The whole “Jonathan Situation,” from the first November day to
the day of my ring epiphany, certainly did not center on Jonathan
romancing me or me waiting a small eternity for Jonathan. It was
about God romancing me slowly through the confusion and pain
of letting Jonathan go. God patiently waited and called me out in
love while I stubbornly set my heart on waiting for my dear Jonathan. I could no more easily remove the ring on my finger than I
could remove God’s own love for me.
Since then, I have relinquished waiting for Jonathan, but
for some curious reason, I keep the ring on my finger. The burden
which was once too heavy for me to carry is now too precious to
let go. In a small way, I dread my engagement day (if ever such a
day arrives), because I will have to transfer my sweet citrine ring
— a foreigner-turned-family — onto a different finger and begin
the process of adjusting to a new and unfamiliar ring all over
again. However, until that day, I fully intend to continue wearing
my ring around my vena amoris, just as its story surrounds my
heart. No matter how much pain I went through because of the
“Jonathan Situation,” it still remains my beautiful story. Perhaps I
carry this ring on my finger as a way of carrying my story with
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me. I do not take it off anymore because I cannot remove the
story or its impact on my life. There are many foreign adventures
ahead of me, but the adventure of the “Jonathan Situation” has a
permanent place in my heart.

Epilogue
I lost the ring.
I didn’t intend to lose it. I was trying to keep it safe by
slipping it into the pocket of my sweatpants on a July afternoon.
As a camp counselor, I discovered that my versatile job
description included “horse painting with your family campers,” so
there I was — wearing sweatpants in the corral, my ring nestled
deep in the left pocket — finger painting flowers and hearts onto
a horse’s flank with the 11-year-old daughter of my family campers.
Because it was so hot that day and I had athletic shorts
on underneath, I took off my sweatpants and flung them over my
shoulder. I was unaware at the time, but during my walk between
the horse stables and my cabin across the creek, my ring slipped
out of its pocket.
When I returned to my cabin after spending the afternoon
at the lake, I searched my pockets for the ring. Nothing in the left
pocket where I’d left it. Nothing in the right pocket either. I did a
frantic search through my belongings but had to stop because of
my responsibility to serve my family campers.
The next morning, I woke up early to search the dewy
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grass for my ring. However, though the distance between the stables and my cabin was half a mile at most, my little ring was less
than an inch in diameter. I searched anyway, looking for a glint
of silver against the grass. Back and forth I walked, like a woman
looking for a missing coin, like a shepherd looking for a lost sheep,
but to no avail. Later, I borrowed a metal detector from the camp
director and did a sweep search of the soccer fields, the playground, the grassy knoll behind the dining hall, and the path to
my cabin. I got sunburnt as I spent my precious free time searching for my ring, but returned to my cabin defeated, my finger as
naked as when I began.
I had to accept my ring’s absence, and the loss of one of
the most meaningful symbols of the “Jonathan Situation.” But, as
I mourned, I recognized I had outgrown my ring. God did something much grander with the “Jonathan Situation” than giving me
a husband, but the ring was too small a symbol for my new story.
Spiritually, I needed a new ring, one that honored the “Jonathan
Situation,” but also honored the new things God was doing with
the “Jonathan Situation.”
This new ring, the one I wear today, boasts not one stone,
but two, each one serving as a reminder of my anniversaries. A
circular citrine surrounded by swirls carries the same significance
as the citrine that preceded it: November, the month the “Jonathan
Situation” burst forth from the mouth of God into my life. But a
silver arc arches over the citrine and dives into an equally circular
peridot, an August birthstone, a reminder of the month when I
finally understood God was calling me out of taking Jonathan as
my lawfully wedded husband. For a moment, I considering
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getting a ring with just the peridot, symbolizing my newfound
freedom from the “Jonathan Situation,” but I decided that would
be inappropriate. The “Jonathan Situation” was painful and
heart-wrenching, but many beautiful moments rose from it, forming the foundation of my faith. If the “Jonathan Situation” had
never invaded my life that November night, I would not have the
sweet memories of God romancing my young heart, and I would
not have the wisdom I now bear from walking through those
foreign lands. Simply put, though collateral damage still remains,
entering the “Jonathan Situation” was a good thing. Leaving the
“Jonathan Situation” six Augusts later was also a good thing.
November and August. The bookends of the “Jonathan
Situation.” Between the two months is contained the most important season of my life, a season I still see in the ring on my finger.
On the opposite side of the citrine and peridot, the inside
of my ring proclaims, “Come further up!” Although “Just follow
me,” the first words the Holy Spirit whispered on the last day I
ever saw Jonathan still remain dear to me, I have since learned
that following God is not like following a marked path on a map.
It’s more like listening for a song in the wind, mishearing and
going the wrong way, realizing the mistake and turning around,
over and over again until I finally fall into the arms of Jesus. The
rigidity of having one calling, one sure way to follow God by
marrying one specific man, left me frantic and exhausted.
I didn’t want the burdensome call of “Just follow me” to
weight the new ring, so I went on a quest for another phrase and
found “Come further up” while I listened to Into the Lantern
Waste, a musical album by Sarah Sparks based on stories from
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The Chronicles of Narnia. The last song on the album, “Come
Further Up,” recounts the phrase Aslan sings as the old Narnia
ends and he ushers the friends of Narnia into a new world. In the
new world, Edmund notes that a mountain range looks rather
similar to one they knew in Narnia. Lucy agrees, but notes some
differences: “And yet they’re not alike,” Lucy said. “They have
more colors on them and they look further away than I remembered and they’re more…more…oh, I don’t know…”
“More like the real thing,” said the Lord Digory softy.
Indeed, just like Lucy noticed the mountain ranges of the
new Narnia looked more real than the ones she had seen before,
I’m discovering that living life post “Jonathan Situation,” isn’t necessarily more real, but certainly has its fair share of adventures
that surpass what I experienced in those foreign lands. In a letter
to my future self, I wrote, “If God does things bigger and better,
then in comparison to the ‘Jonathan Situation,’ you’ve got some
incredible things ahead of you.” Incredible things like God providing the money to sponsor a child in Ecuador. Incredible things
like God ruining my summer plans twice so I could go visit that
same child. Incredible things like discovering my passion for writing and my desire to tell good stories. These things may not have
supernatural origins, but in them, I hear God calling me further
up and further in to a land that’s far more majestic, and more real
than the future I once imagined for myself. And perhaps, just as
the Pevensie children burst into a Narnia more unfathomable than
what they could have imagined, perhaps one day the remnants of
the “Jonathan Situation” will burst into a story more wonderful
than what I ever expected.
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Further up and further in, friends. Further up and further
in.
I also switched to wearing the ring on my right hand,
rather than my left. My epiphany on the beach transformed a
symbol of endless, obedient waiting into a symbol of God’s abundant love for me. But when I imagine my engagement day — a
blurry picture of the second love of my life removing my swirling
citrine and peridot ring and replacing it with a sparkling diamond
ring — something haunts me. It feels like replacing God and the
story we’ve written together with a wonderful, but still human,
man. It doesn’t feel right to replace God with a fiancé, to trade
something greater for something lesser. So I’ve moved my ring
to a finger where it will never be replaced, my right-hand ring
finger.
I believe this is an agreeable arrangement. My future husband can freely place his love around my vena amoris, and God has
a solidified place on my dominant hand. Furthermore, the actions
of my respective hands reflect the rings they bear. I prefer hold
ing hands and expressing romantic affection with my left hand.
But with my right hand, I write letters, stir cookie dough, crochet
blankets, open doors, and do many other tasks that serve God’s
people. With this new ring on my right-hand proclaiming God’s
forever-love for me, I use that hand to care for the people God
loves. Of course, the significance of ring placement can only go
so far. Yes, I will use my right hand to express physical affection
for my future husband, and yes, I do need my left hand to assist
in many tasks that edify the Kingdom, but for me, the important
thing is that the natural inclinations of my hands reflect the love
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of the rings they bear: my left hand loves my dearest friends and
my right hand loves my God and His people.
As I write this epilogue, I am in the thick of dealing with
the aftershock of the “Jonathan Situation”: collateral damage as
I like to call it. I struggle to trust God with my heart, especially
after following Him has led me through two intense heartbreaks.
But when I look at my ring, I remember even in my darkest hour,
when I believed Jesus had forsaken me, I did not — and will not
— escape the love of God circling my finger, encircling me every
day. God led me through the “Jonathan Situation” until I collapsed
safely on the other side. Surely, God will lead me through this too.
I have the ring on my finger to prove it.
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Metamorphosis
Ali Almail,
Genetics/Molec/Cell Bio
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Time Flies
BY Kaylee Henn, English Teaching
Little Fly
Thy summer’s play,
My thoughtless hand
Has brush’d away.
Am not I
A fly like thee?
Or art not thou
A man like me?
For I dance
And drink & sing;
Till some blind hand
Shall brush my wing.
If thought is life
And strength & breath;
And the want
Of thought is death;
Then am I
A happy fly,
If I live,
Or if I die.
-William Blake
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The lifecycle of the housefly is not one of particular interest to many people; however, it could potentially be pertinent
at some time or another. Houseflies, or musca domestica as they’re
scientifically known, begin life humbly. In their lifetime, female
houseflies can lay up to five hundred eggs. Usually, they choose
to nest in cold, dank places: piles of rotting food, trash cans, or
compost bins. These tiny, pale eggs resemble miniature pieces of
rice. After being deposited, they hatch within a day or so. With no
mother to greet them, the maggots emerge and start their development by first consuming their eggshells and then the nutrients
of their surrounding environment.
After anywhere from a week to sixteen days, the young
musca domestica enters the pupal stage. Like its cousin the butterfly, the fly creates a cocoon-like case around itself, a sort of transformational shell from which, in two to six days, it will emerge.
The young musca domestica emerges a fully-grown adult, complete with brownish-black skin, prickly hairs, ruby red goggles,
and delicately transparent wings.
It’s no wonder then, after such a mundane (and I daresay,
dismal) beginning, that musca domestica are so intensely curious
about their newly accessible world. After all, they only have a few
short weeks to explore and mate before their lives end. And so,
with dizzying determination, they embark on their adventures.
Flies can go anywhere and are the only creatures with
a truly universal passport. However, this freedom is not often
utilized by the average musca domestica. They generally prefer to
remain close to their roots. For the young larva born in a neighborhood trashcan, there are copious amounts of worlds to be
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discovered in the surrounding blocks. Of particular interest are
glasses of lemonade sitting on front porch tables, smoky barbeques, uncovered arms and legs, sticky watermelon residue on
paper plates, and open screen doors.
Sometimes, on particularly cloudy and humid evenings,
when rumbling thunder heralds a summer storm, flies feel the
need to warn any nearby human of the impending gale—meaning
all bare skin is susceptible to the unexpected pricks of fly bites.
My grandmother once told me flies always bite on those particularly dreary summer nights. She said she wasn’t sure how they
knew, but a fly bite is the most sure-fire way to know that a storm
is on the horizon. As far as I can tell, she’s right, but I often wonder how the little musca domestica became such accurate meteorologists. Does it have something to do with the species’ unwelcome
presence that plagued ancient Egypt? First the flies, then the
storms. Now they are predisposed to warn anyone around of the
impending disaster of rain and lightning and hail.
The brief inconvenience of a fly bite is perhaps a blessing in disguise, a reminder to be watchful: there could be worse
to follow. Yet flies always seem to be in the very places they are
most unwanted. They take it in good turn, though, because unlike
us, they discover enjoyment in every place. They adventurously
traipse across ceilings and precariously jaunt across flimsy tree
branches. Their goggled eyes are truly rose-tinted glasses as they
have millions of visual receptors that break individual objects into
thousands of pieces and then put them back together in multi-faceted, mosaic images. They can see almost three hundred-sixty
degrees around them, sensing even the minutest of movements.
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Our quickest movements appear as slow motion to them. This,
perhaps, is why they are infatuated with the mundane: they see
everything we miss in our synopsis-like perception of the novel
world.
They eagerly taste-test cookies and the tops of open condiment bottles. They love picnics and car rides. They are excellent
at slipping in unnoticed, but very, very poor at concealing their
presence; their excited buzzing is often a dead giveaway.
Even though I can easily detect the presence of a housefly
in the room, I have rarely succeeded in killing one. I’m no surprise
to them; my movements are clearly seen and anticipated. No matter how much stealth I employ, or how many aggressive tactics I
muster, I always end up looking like an elephant ballerina to them
as I clumsily swing the fly swatter and smack the wall they vacated long ago.
They avoid me every time, and yet I am a magnet for them.
Every single fly that accidentally bumbles its way into our
house finds its way into my bedroom. The door is always open in
the summer. Our foyer is a common-ground for the many guests
that filter in and out. Unfortunately, the open door also poses a
slight problem: those pesky insects find my room a sanctuary of
self-discovery.
My bedroom is positioned right off the front entry way. I
read a lot in the summer, and the best place for summer reading is
sprawled out on my bed with the window partially propped open
so the warm breeze can wander through. Sometimes the ceiling
fan or wind from the open windows flutter my book’s pages while
I nap between chapters, confusing the lands of stories and dreams
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in my head. Lackadaisical afternoons like these lend themselves to
quiet ponderings while I forsake the book and stare at the ceiling,
lost in my own thoughts.
This is how I became acquainted with flies.
At the end of my room there is a north-facing window.
Throughout the day, sunlight streams through my blinds and
leaves little glowing ghosts that dance on my desk and dresser. A
mirror at the other end of my room reflects this summer sunshine, opening portals to the world of natural wonder. I think
it’s this light, this mimicry of the outside, that attracts the musca
domestica to my corner of the universe.
The audible vibration of a fly’s wings causes me to sense
him before I see him. He zooms over to explore my bookshelf, but
after crawling through To Kill a Mockingbird and Jane Eyre and
Pride and Prejudice, he moves on, bored. He rubs his back legs
together in anticipation, ready for
something new. A short novel by William Golding captures his attention for a brief moment, but he finds it vulgar; the little insect
doesn’t have time for great literary adventures. His time is better
spent elsewhere, so he revs up and zooms over to my dresser,
where he crawls into yesterday’s (now empty) cup of coffee. The
sticky, residual rings of caffeine at the bottom, however, seem to
be a pleasant discovery. Softly buzzing, he flits from dresser to
bookcase to dresser and back to the bookcase, then onto my bed,
the desk, then the windowsill. He familiarizes himself with the
room, making sense of the surroundings and discovering new
worlds, searching all the while for the mysterious source of light.
I try to ignore the little fellow as I dive back into my book.
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Sometimes I go to make a snack or a fresh cup of coffee or lunch
and leave the explorer to his discovery. But when I return and flop
back down on the homemade patchwork quilt that covers my bed,
he’s still there, happily buzzing to and fro.
Once he is familiar with my room, he grows determined in
his search for the sun. He establishes the window as a light source.
I think he can sense the outside air’s sweet flavor coming in
through the screen because he occasionally stops and sits in front
of it, again rubbing his back legs in excitement and quickly
pacing back and forth. But soon, he buzzes back over to the mirror. I hear a soft, unsteady plink as his body hits the glass.
I’ve spent many a summer afternoon exploring the
thoughts of the world’s great minds through literature. And I’ve
spent many a summer afternoon watching the flies. And I can say
in full truthfulness, if you’ve seen one fly, you’ve seen them all.
After a few hours of exploration, all flies do the same
thing: they begin their plummet into death. They start at the window and zip as fast as possible toward the mirror, and plink their
bodies into it, which must be a colossal slam to them, a full-bodied
collision. Disoriented, they recalculate and bumble toward the
familiar glow of the window. After a few passes, they settle into a
figure eight pattern:
window
		mirror
plink
window
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plink
This happens again, and again, and again. They always begin enthusiastically, so sure their persistence will pay off and they
will break through the barrier into which they firmly, drivingly
believe they belong. However, after a few hours, their pace slows.
The musca domestica become dejected. Occasionally they will
revisit the old coffee-cup on my dresser, but their flights eventually continue.
As the day dwindles to a close, the sunlight melts from
vibrant golds to burnt oranges, warm reds, blushing pinks, and
deep blues; the air carries tinges of smoky bonfire; and the cicadas begin their dusky harmony. I shut my window and close the
blinds. By now my little friend has become settled into his pattern,
and although slower, he is faithful to tradition.
window
		mirror
plink
window
		mirror
plink
He continues in an infinite loop, and I can count how many
times he’s been around by the little plink of his body against the
mirror.
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SPECTRUM
~
I sleep, but when I wake in the morning, the little fly is
dead on my windowsill. They always die on the windowsill, the
world they wanted so badly visible through a wall they can’t
break.
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